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Introduction 

The Helmholtz Institute Jena (HI-Jena) is located on the campus of the Friedrich Schiller 

University Jena as a branch of the GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research with the 

University and the Helmholtz Centers DESY and HZDR as partner institutions. The institute’s 

mission is excellence in fundamental and applied research, in particular research on structure 

of matter by means of high-power lasers, accelerated particles, and x-ray science. Emphasis is 

placed on research at the interface of particle accelerators and lasers in order to harvest well-

established and yet to discover synergies.  

 

Within the three years following its foundation in July 2009, the Helmholtz Institute Jena has 

matured to a very productive research institute, and has established a link between the 

Helmholtz Centers running accelerator based research programs and the local university 

groups specialized on laser physics and x-ray science. As a consequence of this strategic 

position, significant progress of its research activities has been realized during the last year as 

documented by the present annual report. 

 

Figure 1 displays the general structure of the scientific program pursued within the Helmholtz 

Institute Jena. During recent years, the five research areas as defined initially at the 

foundation of the institute have been merged into the three main pillars. 

 

 

    
 

 
Fig. 1:  The five research areas initially defined during the foundation phase of the institute have been 

merged into the three central research fields, strongly interlinked. 
 

The strong overlap between the three research pillars displayed in Fig. 1 fosters strong 

collaborations within the institute itself and also combines with the expertise from different 

Helmholtz research centers (GSI, DESY and HZDR).  Thus the institute provides valuable 

support for the planning and development of the two large-scale accelerator projects for 

electrons and ions, the European XFEL and the International FAIR facilities. In addition it has 

assumed a significant role for the ongoing research programs at the partner institutions. 
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A very significant milestone in developing the institute was achieved in 2011 with the new 

building at Fröbelstieg 3 (see the cover page). The reconstruction of this building was 

completed in October 2011 and provides about 1200 m
2
 of office, seminar, and laboratory 

space. The extensive reconstruction of the building was financed with the help of the 

“Konjunkturpaket II” and a substantial contribution from the Friedrich Schiller University and 

allows the various research groups of the institute to work closely together. 

Substantial progress was achieved also in the recruitment of leading researchers for the 

institute. Prof. Dr. Matt Zepf, Queens University Belfast, was appointed as the leader of a 

research group concentrating on “relativistic laser particle interaction“. In addition the 

appointment for the W3 theory position, attached to the institute and the physics faculty of 

Friedrich-Schiller-University is progressing well. Finally, the W3 appointments of Prof. Dr. 

Malte Kaluza as well as of Prof. Dr. Thomas Stöhlker at the FSU have been finalized.  

Finally, the new Research School for Advanced Photon Science of the Helmholtz Institute has 

been established for the benefit of young researchers who will be receiving a broadly based, 

high level education and will contribute to the scientific program. With this background a 

further increase of the already highly visible scientific output of the institute can be secured, 

also providing the necessary high level of input and support for the final planning and 

preparation phase of the international research projects FAIR and XFEL. 
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1
, J. Hein

1,2
 and M.C. Kaluza

1,2
 

1
Institute of Optics and Quantum Electronics, FSU Jena, Germany;

 2
Helmholtz-Institute Jena, Germany

High intensity laser systems have high requirements on 

the beam quality. On the one hand, a maximum energy 

has to be deposited within a certain beam diameter, with-

out exceeding the damage threshold, and on the other 

hand, the focusability has to be as good as possible. Since 

the beam profile is mainly determined by the amplifier’s 

pump profile, a perfect flat-top profile would be desirable. 

The pump profile of the POLARIS amplifier A4 is com-

posed out of 40 different spots of 40 diode stacks with 

different spot characteristics in size and intensity, thus 

each single spot has to be adjusted to its very individual 

position. We developed a new adjustment method for the 

homogenization of the pump profile, which leads to a 

higher accuracy and a significantly simplified adjustment, 

since intermediate steps during the iteration process can 

be skipped. 

For the characterization of the pump profile, the 

pumped glass was imaged onto a CCD, which was 

equipped with an edge-filter. This filter blocked the pump 

light at 940nm while the fluorescence at 1030nm was 

transmitted. Additionally, the exposure time was reduced 

to its minimum and the profile was measured directly 

after the pump pulse of the diode stacks had ended. With 

all these constraints it was possible to calculate the overall 

pump profile by the sum of the recorded images of the 

individual spots. Furthermore, the different diode stacks 

are arranged symmetrically on both sides of the amplifier 

medium [1]. For symmetry reasons it is important to op-

timize the spots from each side separately. Thus two times 

20 spots had to be optimized to a desired pump profile, 

but the overall pump profile has to be very smooth as 

well. For a best possible result the starting arrangement of 

the 20 spots is very important. It is determined by the 

arrangement of the pump optics [1] and includes the spots 

to be placed along an inner and an outer circle and a fixed 

single spot in the middle. Due to the limited acceptance 

area of the last focusing lens [1] a maximum displacement 

area of each spot has to be defined. 

For the optimization of the individual spot positions, 

the LabView (National Instruments) based „adaptive 

strategy“-algorithm of the LAB2 [2] package was applied. 

This routine is a genetic algorithm that varies the query 

parameters (genes, e.g. the spot positions) randomly with-

in the defined query limits (e.g. the allowed displacement 

area) and thus generates mutations. A second program 

evaluates these mutations with respect to a defined figure 

of merit, and returns the best attempts (elites), which are 

used in the next generation. As the figure of merit we 

used the root mean square of the difference between the 

sum of the individual pump spots and the desired pump 

profile defined by a target function. The optimization is 

stopped when the difference between successive genera-

tions becomes negligibly small. As the target function a 

4
th

-order Super-Gaussian with a FWHM of 18mm has 

proven to be suitable. Additionally we introduced a 

weighting function, which rates the squared difference 

between the current mutation and the target function in 

the center higher than in the outer region. As a result of 

this algorithm, we get the calculated best approximation 

to the desired pump profile and the position of the indi-

vidual spots, which could then be adjusted afterwards. 

 

Figure 1: Pump profile a) before and b) after the optimi-

zation with the new algorithm; c) horizontal and d) verti-

cal lineout of (a) (purple), (b) (blue) and the target func-

tion (dashed); beam profile d) before and e) after the op-

timization routine; f) horizontal and g) vertical lineout of 

(d) (purple) and (e) (blue); calculated far-field j) before  

and k) after the optimization routine; m) lineout of (j) 

(purple) and (k) (blue) at an angle of 45° to the horizontal.  

With this new method, we reached an accuracy of the 

pump-profile of ±2% (PV) (Fig. 1 (a) – (d)) within 2 ac-

tually set iterations. It represents the intrinsic limitation 

due to the size and number of the pump-spots. As a fur-

ther result, the amplified laser beam profile (Fig. 1 (e) – 

(h)) was improved by turning the doughnut shape into a 

more top-hat like shape, which was proven to provide a 

15% higher intensity (Fig 1(j) – (m)) of the POLARIS laser 

system for experiments. 

References 

[1] M. Siebold, S. Podleska, J. Hein, R. Bödefeld, M. 

Hornung, R. Sauerbrey, IOQ Annual Report, 2004 

[2] B. Schmidt, M. Hacker, G. Stonrawa, T. Feurer 

LAB2 - a virtual fs laser lab, http://www.lab2.de 
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A closed-loop adaptive optics system for POLARIS 

M. Hornung1,2, R. Bödefeld1,2, S. Keppler2, A. Sävert2, J. Hein1,2 and M. C. Kaluza1,2 
1Helmholtz-Institute Jena, 2Institute of Optics and Quantum Electronics Jena. 

 

The peak intensity of a high-power short-pulse laser 
system is one of most important parameters for perform-
ing laser-matter experiments. Here we report on the im-
plementation of a closed-loop adaptive optics system in 
the diode-pumped multi-TW POLARIS laser. This system 
is able to optimize and flatten the wavefront of the ampli-
fied and compressed laser pulses in order to decrease the 
focal spot size and increase the energy contained inside 
the focal spot. 

Experimental Setup 
The adaptive optics system consists of a deformable 

mirror which is located under vacuum conditions behind 
the pulse compressor and a wavefront-sensor with an im-
aging telescope in front of the target chamber. A detailed 
overview of the POLARIS architecture is given in [1].  

The deformable mirror has a 170-mm clear aperture 
with 150 mm active area and 48 actuators. The device is 
based on the bimorph mirror technology and was manu-
factured from Active Optics NightN Ltd.  (Russia, [2]).  

To measure the wavefront of the amplified and com-
pressed laser pulses a commercially available high-
resolution lateral shearing interferometer is used 
(SID4HR, Phasics S.A. (France) [3]). The laser pulses are 
imaged with an 18-times size reduction telescope onto the 
interferometer. For this purpose, the leakage through a 
mirror of the transport beamline in front of the target 
chamber is used. The wavefront-sensor is connected to a 
PC and able to communicate with the deformable mirror 
in order to realize the wavefront-correction in a closed-
loop configuration.  

The final focussing optic of the POLARIS laser system 
is currently a silver coated f/2 off-axis parabola (f=300 
mm). In order to observe and align the focal spot in the 
POLARIS target chamber a focal-spot diagnostic consist-
ing of an f/2-lens (f=100 mm), a high-quality vacuum 
window and a high-dynamic CCD was used.  

Optimization Strategy  
Our strategy to realize the highest possible peak-

intensity with a given near-field distribution of the laser-
pulses is to generate an optimized wavefront behind the 
focussing parabola. With this goal-setting we correct the 
wavefront of the amplified laser pulses for all aberrations 
originating in the laser amplifiers, transport beamline-
mirrors and the final focussing optics.  

Once pulses with an optimized wavefront behind the 
focussing parabola are available, the measured wavefront 
of the aforementioned leakage-pulses in front of the target 
chamber are set as reference for further operation of the 
laser system. This reference includes all significant opti-

cal components and is set as a target wavefront for the 
aberration correction in daily operation.   

To achieve an undistorted wavefront behind the focus-
sing parabola the wavefront sensor was placed inside the 
focal-spot diagnostic where the beam-diameter and the 
divergence of the laser pulses fit to the wavefront-sensor. 
The beam diameter of the laser pulses has been adjusted 
to fill the whole aperture of the beamline and the pulses 
have been attenuated massively in the front-end of the 
laser system to avoid optical damage of the wavefront 
sensor. In this configuration the adaptive optics system is 
able to generate laser pulses with an optimized wavefront 
behind the focussing parabola. These pulses can then be 
used to set the reference in front of the target chamber.  

Results & Conclusions 
To characterize the quality of the focussed laser pulses 

we use the spot area where the intensity is higher than 
50% of the peak intensity and the included energy (q-
factor). For a spatial Gaussian shape this q-factor could 
theoretically be as high as 0.5.  

Before the installation of the adaptive optics system a 
focal spot size of 13.0 µm2 and a q-factor of 0.29 were 
achieved. This was possible by detuning the parabola to 
compensate for low-order wavefront aberrations. After 
commissioning and characterisation of the adaptive optics 
system we currently achieve a focal spot size of 8.7 µm2 
with a q-factor of 0.31 (cf. Figure 1.).  

 

 

Figure 1: Focal spot of POLARIS before (a) and after (b) 
installation of the adaptive optics system. 

Under the assumption of identical laser parameters, this 
means that the peak intensity of the POLARIS laser sys-
tem could be increased by more than 60% due to the in-
stallation of the adaptive optics system.  

References 
[1] M. Hornung et al., “Temporal pulse control of a Mul-

ti-10-TW diode-pumped Yb:Glass laser”, Applied 
Physics B, 101, March 2010, p. 93-101. 

[2] www.nightn.ru 
[3] www.phasics.fr 
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High-intensity short-pulse laser which are used in laser-

plasma experiments require a very high temporal intensity 

contrast (TIC). Intense prepulses as well as a quasi-

continuous energy level over a certain duration (ASE) 

have to be reduced to a minimum [1]. In 2008, Didenko 

et. al. [2] described the generation of prepulses due to the 

nonlinear phase (B-Integral) accumulated by the pulses in 

the amplifiers in the presence of postpulses, therefore the 

complete suppression of prepulses as well as postpulses 

becomes important.  

Postpulses are mainly generated by double reflection of 

the pulses at the surfaces of thin plan parallel optics, e.g. 

halfwave-plates (HWPs). Anti-reflection (AR) coatings 

with a typical residual reflectivity of 0.6% cannot im-

prove such TIC of the postpulses below 4 × 10  .  

Each regenerative amplifier (RA) of the POLARIS sys-

tem [3] is built as a ring cavity. It therefore typically con-

tains a 1.2mm thick HWP for pulse switching. Additional-

ly, the plan-parallel windows of the Pockels cells (PCs) 

and the multi-order waveplates (MOWPs) used for spec-

tral filtering were identified as sources of postpulses and 

hence also of potential prepulse. Due to the generation of 

theses postpulses with every round trip, a TIC of up to 

2 × 10   at the respective temporal positions of 12ps, 

24ps and 35ps after the main pulse was measured (see 

Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1: Intensity contrast of the POLARIS front-end be-

fore (blue) and after (black) the postpulse suppression by 

the implementation of the polarization rotation device, the 

spectrally shaping mirrors and the wedged Pockels cell 

windows. 

In order to suppress the postpulses of the HWP in each 

RA, we adapted a polarization rotation device (PRD) for 

the application in high-power lasers [4]. Due to the purely 

reflective principle of the polarization rotation using three 

special mirrors, this configuration generates no postpuls-

es, provides a higher damage threshold and a broad band 

capability. Furthermore it is easily scalable for larger 

beam diameters and its spectral reflectivity as well as the 

acceptance angle depend on the coating design only.  

To avoid postpulses due to the MOWP we use newly 

designed spectrally shaping mirrors (SSMs), which com-

pensates the spectral dependency of the gain as depicted 

in Fig. 2. The entire spectral compensation is provided by 

the combination of two mirrors, carefully aligned to the 

design angle of incidence of 46°. The resulting bandwidth 

of the POLARIS front-end, including the first two amplifi-

ers, with the SSMs was measured to 15nm. By exchang-

ing plane parallel PC windows with wedged ones this 

additional source of postpulses could also be avoided. 

Finally the seed pulse of each RA was adjusted in size and 

divergence with respect to the cavity mode. Herewith the 

seed energy could be maximized and thus the ASE-level 

further improved. 

 

Figure 2: Injected (red) and amplified spectrum of the 

first regenerative amplifier with (blue) and without 

(black) spectrally shaping mirrors. The gain characteris-

tics are shown by the dashed lines in the corresponding 

colour. The red dashed line represents the calculated spec-

tral reflectivity of one mirror.  

In conclusion, the prepulses at -12ps, -24ps and -35ps 

could be suppressed completely as shown in Fig. 1. Fur-

thermore the ASE of the POLARIS laser system was im-

proved to a level of 10   and no prepulses above a level 

of  10   are present even in the extended measured tem-

poral range of up to 3.5ns. 

References 
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S.Yu. Tenyakow, Opt. Express, 16 (2008) 3178 

[3] S. Keppler, R. Bödefeld, M. Hornung, A. Sävert, J. 
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The temporal contrast of laser pulses is a concern in 

nowadays high-intensity lasers and ways to improve it are 

being investigated around the world. For petawatt-class 

high-energy lasers, this area of research suffers from addi-

tional constraints due to the use of glass as an amplifica-

tion medium. This requires specific developments that the 

HI-Jena has undertaken and will demonstrate on the 

PHELIX laser used as a test-bed facility. This strategy is 

being strongly supported by the PHELIX and Plasma 

Physics Program Advisory Committee (PPAC) that met in 

November 2010 and recommends the effort to improve 

the temporal contrast of the PHELIX short pulse be 

strengthened.   

The temporal contrast of short laser pulses is affected 

by many sources that must be addressed independently. 

The PHELIX team together with HI-Jena has boiled this 

theme down to three projects that address different as-

pects of the temporal contrast issue. The main project 

deals with the reduction of the sub-nanosecond and nano-

second temporal noise by use of an ultrafast parametric 

amplifier (uOPA project)
1
. This project was started in 

2010 at HI-Jena and was continuing in collaboration with 

the PHELIX team. The main milestone for 2011 has been 

the delivery at GSI of the laser amplifier necessary for the 

uOPA. The amplifier is made of a fibre pre-amplifier and 

a laser-diode-pumped regenerative amplifier.  

Delivery of the laser fibre amplifier to GSI 

The fibre amplifier is the first step to generate milli-

joule-level pump pulses necessary for the uOPA module. 

It consists of a first fibre used as wavelength shifter that is 

seeded by pulses from the PHELIX short pulse oscillator. 

This first stage is necessary to deliver light pulses centred 

at 1040 nm and it takes advantage of the broad spectral 

width of the Mira laser: about 5% of its energy lies in a 5-

nm wide band around 1040 nm. The frequency shifting 

fibre is pumped by a 0.7 W laser diode and runs in satura-

tion mode to deliver about 170 mW at 72 MHz that are 

enough for seeding the second stage. The second stage is 

run at a lower repetition rate of 1 MHz and uses a double-

cladding Ytterbium-doped fibre that outputs ~ 500 nJ 

pulses. The setup has been built at the IAP in Jena and 

used at the IOQ for the development of the regenerative 

amplifier. It was finally delivered to GSI in May 2011. 

At GSI, the setup has been re-engineered to meet the 

PHELIX standards and it is now a turn-key well docu-

mented device synchronized to PHELIX. In particular, the 

need of a 1 MHz trigger signal puts strong requirements 

on the PHELIX timing system that has been updated to 

deliver that signal. 

Initial results with the regenerative amplifier 

The parts necessary for the regenerative amplifier have 

been received early in the year. The regenerative ampli-

fier is based on Ytterbium-doped crystals that can operate 

as close to 1054 nm as possible. It was decided to test 

Yb:KGW and Yb:KYW that have broad emission bands 

and can be run at 1040 nm. The Ytterbium-doped materi-

als are pumped by a commercial 2kW laser diode module 

working a 940 nm. 

The amplifier is built as a ring cavity seeded by the first 

fibre amplification stage. Because gain is generally low in 

Ytterbium-doped materials, the first amplifier stage pro-

vides a significant gain and allows reducing the number 

of round trips in the amplifier significantly. The regenera-

tive amplifier delivers up to 10 mJ, which is the expected 

energy and aside from spectral modulation performs satis-

factorily.  

This amplifier has been delivered and installed at 

PHELIX in the spring. When the fibre amplifier was suc-

cessfully coupled to PHELIX, a dedicated machine beam-

time has been granted to complete the characterization of 

the amplifier. In particular, the pulse compression after 

the regenerative amplifier was investigated; and one could 

find for instance that the volume Bragg grating (Opti-

grate, USA) used in the setup can run at high (10 mJ) in-

put energy, a level much higher that reported before. 

However, the pulse compression also showed that the 

spectral modulations appearing during the amplification 

significantly degrade the pulse shape and must be ad-

dressed. That work will continue in 2012. 

Conclusion 

The pump laser for the uOPA project has been deliv-

ered and successfully installed at PHELIX. Following this 

step a first test run of the uOPA has been done to gain 

insight on issues like gain and timing drifts that have been 

reported by others. During this run, gains of 10
4
 have 

been measured. The next steps include the demonstration 

of effect of the uOPA on the temporal contrast and early 

commissioning experiments.  
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Introduction
Circularly polarized light is typically created using a
quarter-wave plate made of mica, quartz glass or other crys-
talline material. However, this method is not generally
applicable to ultra-high intensity short-pulse lasers due to
nonlinear effects, the damage threshold of the material, and
the fact that ultra-thin wave-plates have a chromaticity that
prevents their usage for broadband laser sources. An alter-
native way is the use of reflective elements using the polar-
ization dependent phase shift on the surface. We developed
and tested a system which can easily be implemented in the
laser system enabling to switch the polarization between
linear- and circular- polarized within seconds [1, 2].

Setup
Dielectric coatings are a well-known technique to pro-

duce e.g. mirrors with a high reflectivity. Advanced de-
signing of the layer stack allows an influence of the re-
flected phase behavior. Within an optimization process
we designed a mirror inducing a phase shift of 90◦ be-
tween the s- and the p- polarized component for a broad
wavelength range of (800±40) nm having a reflectivity of
98%. Benchmarking this mirror we realized an ellipticity
of (98.3±0.6)% for a 10 cm diameter beam. This method
will be well applicable even for ultra-short pulses in the
range of a few femtoseconds, since the calculated group-
delay-dispersion (GDD) amounts to only 40 fs2. By imple-
menting three mirrors specially designed without a phase
shift, we developed in a second step a reflective wave-
plate assembly (Fig. 1), which can be implemented in a
laser-system creating circular polarized light without ma-
jor changes.

Figure 1: : Setup of the reflective wave-plate using four
mirrors. Depending on the polarization of the assembly,
linear polarized light stays linear polarized, or becomes cir-
cular polarized.

Experiment
All tests of the single PSM and the reflective wave-plate

assembly were done on a Ti-Sapphire laser-system deliv-
ering pulses of 27 fs and a multi-kilohertz repetition rate.
The bandwidth of the system [(800±50) nm] is within the
design range of the device. Using polarizing beam split-
ters we measured the angular dependent intensity varia-
tion and calculated the field distribution in front and be-
hind the mirror. The maximum ellipticity for the full setup
was found to be (90.0±0.1)% (Fig. 2). The pulse broad-
ening of a 27 fs pulse in the PSM and the full reflective
wave-plate assembly was smaller than the measurement ac-
curacy of 1 fs of the autocorrelator used in the experiment,
which is in agreement with the calculated value GDD of
40 fs2. Comparison of the spectrum in front and behind the
assembly showed no changes due to interferences in the
complex layer design. Another big advantage of the reflec-
tive design is the high damage threshold, measured to be
5·1012 W/cm

2, which is a factor of 400 higher compared
to typical transmissive quartz retardation-plates [3].

Figure 2: Field distribution for the maximum achievable
ellipticity of the full system is (90.0±0.1)%.

Outline
Phase modulation systems based on this idea are pro-

posed to be implemented into the new POLARIS system at
Jena University, and will be used for a proposed experiment
at the PHELIX laser facility at GSI in the next year
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Currently,  the  main  investment  for  large  scale  diode 
pumped  systems  like  POLARIS  are  the  pump  diodes. 
Every measure to rise their efficiency becomes important. 
Cooling semiconductor lasers to low temperature as in the 
early days of microchips could be an interesting way to 
go.  Here  we  investigated  the  performance  of  standard 
laser diodes under vacuum and cryogenic cooling condi-
tions. 

For this purpose laser diode samples emitting at 940nm 
were supplied by Jenoptik Laserdiode GmbH. The diodes 
were  mounted on top of a cooling finger inside a vacuum 
chamber.  Controlling the operating current we recorded 
the voltage, energy output and time-resolved spectra for 
conditions  between  room  temperature/normal  pressure 
and -188°C/vacuum. From these data the lasing threshold, 
the slope efficiency, the temperature-wavelength-shift and 
the energy distribution in the pulses were extracted.

Figure 1 shows an example of the time resolved pulse 
spectrum.  The  wavelength  shifts  occuring  during  the 
pulse  are  caused  by  the  temperature  rise  in  the 
semiconductor material. Since the temperature dependent 
output  wavelength  of  the  diode  is  determined  by  the 
different baseplate temperatures,  this pulse-measurement 
is  an  indirect  measure  for  the  p-n-junction temperature 
increase.  For  a  300A,  1ms  pulse  at  -184°C  baseplate 
temperature a wavelength shift of 4nm during the pulse 
was measured. This corresponds to a temperature increase 
of  22K.  For  comparison  the  wavelength  shift  at  room 
temperature is 4,7nm but the temperature increase is only 
14K.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  relation  between 
temperature  and  wavelength  is  not  constant  over  the 
temperature range.

Figure 1: time-resolved spectrum of a laser diode pulse

Figure 2: slope efficiency and threshold current of a laser 
diode as a function of temperature

Furthermore,  it  could  be  observed  that  the necessary 
voltage  for  a  fixed  current  value  increased  with 
decreasing  temperature.  This  could  be  explained  by  a 
decreasing number of charge carriers. At higher currents 
and  lower  temperatures  the  necessary  voltage  was  not 
constant  during  the  pulse  despite  an  actively  stabilized 
current. This indicates that heating changes the electrical 
resistance.

A main result  was  that the lasing threshold could be 
suppressed by lowering the temperature. Additionally the 
slope efficiency rises significantly.  These measurements 
are plotted in fig 2. Here the slope efficiency is given as a 
relative change because  we were not able to collect  all 
radiation from the diode.  Just  by cooling the diode the 
pulse energy was increased by about 15%. The voltage 
change  of  only  5%  indicates  an  electrical-to-optical 
efficiency improvement of about 10% at maximum.

For the lowest investigated temperature of -187°C the 
performance  is  reduced  again.  So  far  we  could  not 
identify the reason, but we suspect this effect to be caused 
by the lack of charge carriers.

As a side result, the ambient pressure did not seem to 
have  any  effect  on  the  operation  of  the  laser  diodes. 
Moreover since degradation of semiconductor lasers are 
known to depend strongly on temperature an additional 
benefit may be gained.

Conclusion and Outlook
Laser  diodes  were  operated  at  low temperatures  and 

vacuum conditions which led to a higher efficiency and 
increased  pulse  energy.  Choosing  such  operating 
conditions may result  in  a  substantial  benefit  for  diode 
pumped  large  scale  lasers.  Further  investigations  are 
needed in order to prove the assumption of an impact on 
diode laser life time. 
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Motivation
Burst-mode lasers are capable of combining the ad-

vantages of high-power- and those of high-energy-
femtosecond lasers, providing pulses at a medium energy
but a high repetition rate wihtin the burst. Hence, this ap-
proach offers advanced options in many application, e.g.
higher doses of radiation or synchronization with particle
beams at higher energies per pulse. Currently we are per-
forming design studies and preliminary research for realiz-
ing such a system.

System design
The complete system will consist of a CPA-frontend de-

livering stretched pulses around 100 ps at a repetition rate
of 1 MHz. After a first amplification (S0 in Fig.1), a
Pockels-cell, which can switch at the pulse repetition rate,
will generate bursts at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, each burst
consisisting of several hundred pulses (variable). Followed
by two cryogenically cooled amplifier stages (S1 and S2 in
Fig.1) and a compression stage the laser will provide bursts
containing a total energy of 5 J at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.

Figure 1: Sketch of the complete burst-mode laser system.

Amplifier developement
The relay imaging implemented in all amplifiers allows

multiple material passes with only a few optical parts. This
scheme also allows to reduce the footprints of the amplifier
stages resulting in a table-top laser system. As the laser ma-
terial (Yb:CaF2) is cooled down to liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture by means of vibration-reduced microscope cryostats in

∗project ”OPTIMAL” supported by TMBWK under contract No:
B715-09012 and B514-09050

the amplifiers S1 and S2, it need to be placed in a vacuum
environment. The cooling is required to improve the spec-
tral features (absorption,gain etc.) of the laser material [1].
Additionally to avoid distortions by air, e.g. turbulences,
the complete last stage S2 will be oprated under vacuum,
where the imaging optics will be set up in a vertical assem-
bly yielding a rather small footprint (see Fig.2).

Figure 2: cryostat for amplifier S1 and design of vertical
setup for S2

Current status
So far the oscillator, a preliminary stretcher and the sec-

ond amplifier stage S1 are installed. First amplification
tests were done using Yb:YAG and Yb:FP-glass as laser
material in the second amplifier (see Table 1.).

seed Yb:YAG Yb:FP-glass
40 µJ 70 mJ 10 mJ
5 nm 1 nm 4 nm

10 Hz 0.2 Hz

Table 1: burst energy, bandwidth and repetition rate for the
first test of S1, burst length 500 µs

Further amplification was limited by self-lasing in Yb:YAG
and thermal lensing of Yb:FP-glass at low temperatures.
Both effects are expected to be much smaller in CaF2 and
more seed energy for the second stage will decrease the
necessary gain.
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POLARIS  [1]  has  the  goal  to  reach  laser  output 
energies of 100 J and pulse durations of 150fs. For this 
reason the output energy of the 4th  POLARIS amplifier 
A4 (10J) has to be increased at least by factor of 10. This 
will be achieved using the 5th POLARIS Amplifier A5. So 
far,  we  have  installed  the  pump  system  and  the  fully 
motorized  beam  line.  Furthermore,  we  developed  a 
Control System for convenient and safe operation. 

Setup of A5

Figure 1: a) Artistic view of the A5 pump module in the 
middle  and  two  vertical  optical  tables  on  the  sides  b) 
Pump ray geometry.  Laser  diode stacks (1),  adjustment 
mirrors (2), cylindrical lens (3), laser medium (4)

A5 comprises a pump module in the middle and two 
vertical  tables  for  the  beam-line  on  the  sides  (Fig.  1). 
Currently  120  solid  state  laser  diodes  stacks  (Jenoptic 
GmbH)  with  2.5kW  optical  power  each  and  a  central 
wave length of 940nm are installed. The capacity for a 
total of 240 stacks is available. The maximal pump pulse 
duration is 2.6ms, resulting in a maximum pump energy 
of  1560  J.  Currently  nine  passes  of  the  multi-pass 
configuration have been installed. After A4 the laser beam 
diameter is 20mm (FWHM). To match the diameter of the 
pump region in the amplifying medium (35mm FWHM), 
the beam diameter has to be increased by a factor of 1.73. 
We use 6'' laser mirrors (Layertec GmbH) motorized by 
piezo adjustment motors (Newport).

Control System (CS)
Our CS is based on CS-Framework [2] developed by 

GSI.  Realizing a CS means to merge POLARIS specific 
add-ons like CS-Framework classes for physical devices 
which are used in  the system, operation sequences and 
human machine  interfaces  with  CS-framework.  For  the 
pump system we developed the device classes for power 
supplies,  pump  spot  adjustment  mirrors,  air  humidity 
control and water cooling of the pump diodes. We defined 
sequences for daily routines like start up, shut down and 
automatic alignment of the pump spot positions. For the 
A5-beamline  we  developed  device  classes  for  the 

Newport piezo motors, home made step motor controllers, 
motorized  filter  wheels  and  GigE-Vision  cameras.  Via 
user  interface  the  operator  can  control  images  of  each 
laser  pass  through  the  amplifiers  for  each   laser  shot, 
calibrate adjustment motors and get recommendations for 
their positions. Since the position of the piezo motors is 
not  reproducible,  the  calibration  values  depend  on 
direction  and  distance  of  the  mirror  displacement.  To 
overcome this  disadvantage  we designed  an adjustment 
routine that selects appropriate calibration values for the 
momentary beam deviation.

Results for homogenization of pump profile
To form a homogeneous, super-gaussian distribution of 

the pump light, the spots from the 120 individual pump 
diodes  have  to  be  arranged.  This  task  has  360  free 
parameters, for each spot two translational parameters and 
one for the intensity. We developed a new routine based 
on  an evolutionary algorithm “adaptive strategy” from 
the software package LAB2 [3] to find a parameter set. 
After  two iterations we reach a peak to value variation 
below  2%  (Fig.  2).  Using  a  similar  routine  we  also 
optimized the pump profile of the amplifier A4. [4].

Figure 2: a) A5-Pumprofile, b) horizontal and c) vertical 
lineouts of pumparea (solid) and target function (dashed)

Laser material and gain measurement
We use a 3% Yb3+-doped 18mm thick CaF2-crystal and 

a 3% Yb3+-doped FP-glass with 70mm diameter. During a 
first gain test with the CaF2-crystal  we have achieved a 
gain factor of 3. This result matches well the calculated 
gain of 2.75. 

[1] M.Hornung, PhD thesis, Uni-Jena 2010.
[2] http://wiki.gsi.de/cgi-bin/view/CSframework
[3]   http://www.lab2.de
[4] S. Keppler, A. Kessler, A. Sävert, annual report, HI-

Jena 2011.
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A new class of few-cycle parametric amplifiers and their application
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There have been a number of remarkable scientific re-
sults enabled by the now mature technology of attoscience.
This great success has been made possible by the availabil-
ity of controlled light fields with few-cycle pulse duration.
In this regard optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifica-
tion (OPCPA) has been considered to be the most interest-
ing approach due to the possibility to achieve high repeti-
tion rate (high average power) operation.

Here we present amplification of a full optical octave
of bandwidth in a single-color pumped optical parametric
amplifier. Beyond this we present average power scaling to
unprecedented average power levels.

Pump Laser

A crucial part in achieving new parameters in OPCPA
system is the pump laser. It is used to transfer energy to a
week, but broadband signal via nonlinear interaction in a
suitable crystal and, therefore, its performance determines
the possible output. The experiments are focused on high
average powers and repetition rates. For this purpose, fiber
chirped-pulse amplification (FCPA) systems seem to be a
promising tool [1]. However, the scalability of high en-
ergy FCPAs has been hindered by the onset of mode in-
stabilities. The development of novel large-pitch fibers has
greatly enhanced the average power of such systems [2].
By employing these fibers it became possible to extract
compressed pulses with 200 µJ, 500 fs pulses at repetition
rates of up to 1 MHz (200 W).

Octave-Spanning Amplification

A first requirement for the OPCPA system is a broad-
band seed signal. This is generated by exploiting self-phase
modulation in a specially designed photonic-crystal fiber
(PCF) that allows to generate a smooth, stable and coher-
ent supercontinuum spanning more than an octave of band-
width. It has been shown that it can be compressed near its
Fourier limit and only 1.3 cycles duration by using a phase
shaping element [3]. Timing synchronization between the
pump laser and the signal is achieved by using the same os-
cillator for continuum generation and FCPA seeding. The
latter one is achieved by frequency shifting the oscillator
output in another PCF with lowest possible timing jitter [4].

The broad amplification bandwidth is achieved by using
very short crystals and high pump intensities. This allows
for a sufficiently high gain even for wavelengths, which are
not perfectly phase-matched. Figure 1 shows the amplified
spectrum, which covers more than an octave of bandwidth.
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Figure 1: Spectrum after amplification in a two stage opti-
cal parametric amplifier covering a complete optical octave
of bandwidth.

So far it was possible to compress the pulses to 5 fs,
which corresponds to only 1.7 optical cycles at 880 nm cen-
tral wavelength. The pulse energy of the compressed pulses
was higher than 20 µJ. This corresponds to a pump to signal
conversion efficiency of almost 20%. At 1 MHz repetition
rate this leads to 22 W of average power for the few-cycle
pulses, which is a record value for few-cycle laser system.
In addition, the carrier envelope phase (CEP) stability of
the system was measured to be as good as 150 mrad on a
short (1 s) and 450 mrad on a long (95 s) time scale.

High Harmonic Generation
A possible application for such laser system is high har-

monic generation (HHG). This process allows to generate
isolated attosecond pulses (IAP) when driven with pulses
with less than two-cycles in duration. Consequently, the
extremely short CEP stable pulses of fiber laser pumped
OPCPA systems hold promise to enable IAP generation at
unprecedented repetition rates in the near future [6].
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In the last decade, a lot of progress has been made in 

developing technologies to amplify high energy ultrashort 

pulses at high repetition rates and, consequently to high 

average powers. Several optical amplifier architectures 

have been developed to achieve this goal, including the 

thin disk laser, the innoslab laser and the fiber laser. 

However, all these architectures are characterized by their 

own limitations such as thermal effects, nonlinearities or 

damage threshold. Overcoming these limitations can be 

extremely challenging. Therefore, it is advantageous to 

consider additional concepts to scale the performance of 

such laser systems. 

Coherent combination of amplifiers is already widely 

known to scale the output power of fiber amplifiers in the 

continuous wave regime.  This approach is now extended 

to ultrashort pulses (see fig 1.). In this case, not only the 

scaling of the average power is beneficial, but also the 

improvement of the pulse energy and therefore the peak 

power. The following sections present theoretical and 

experimental results that have been obtained with the co-

herent combination technique. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic setup of the coherent combination of 

amplifiers in a CPA system. 

Theoretical analysis 

The coherent combination of ultrashort pulses results in 

new challenges because effects like dispersion, temporal 

delays between pulses and non-linear effects have to be 

considered. Therefore, it is necessary to do a theoretical 

investigation into how these effects impact the combining 

process. It could be shown that under realistic environ-

mental conditions, a high efficiency of the combining 

process can still be achieved, even when increasing the 

number of amplifiers to a large number [1]. 

Experimental results 

The coherent combining concept has so far been real-

ized in two-channel experimental setups. Those setups 

employed state-of-the art technologies for amplifying 

ultrashort pulses like CPA and active phase shaping. Ad-

ditionally, an active stabilization system based on the 

Hänsch-Couillaud approach was implemented.  

With these techniques, we could demonstrate that pulse 

energies of up to 3mJ [2] and average powers of up to 

88W [3] combined and compressed can be realized by 

using Ytterbium-doped rod-type LMA fibers. Those val-

ues were achieved with combining efficiencies typically 

around 90% and the achieved peak power is a record 

value for a fiber CPA system. (see fig 2.) 

Additionally, we demonstrated the use of the LPF fiber 

design for coherent combination. By using the excellent 

mode stability of those fibers at high average powers, we 

could achieve a combined and compressed average power 

of 215W. 

Currently, the experimental realization of a CPA sys-

tem with four coherently combined amplifiers is in pro-

gress. This should allow for the realization of femtosec-

ond pulses with multi millijoules of energy at hundreds of 

Watts of average power. 

 

Figure 2: Development of the peak power of single ampli-

fier and coherently combined femtosecond fiber based 

laser systems. 
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An amplifier system based on Optical Parametric 
Chirped Pulse Amplification (OPCPA) is planned for 
applications at the FLASH free electron laser. This ampli-
fier is designed to be applied to several applications. Pos-
sible applications are pump probe laser, photo-injector 
Laser amplifier and FEL seed laser amplifier. Free elec-
tron laser seeding will be the testing ground for a proto-
type, which is currently being developed. An advanced 
XUV seed source is being developed in parallel to the 
laser amplifier. The objective is to maximize the XUV 
yield as the pulse energy of the amplifier is limited due to 
the high specified repetition rate of 0.1-1 MHz (FLASH 
repetition rate). 

Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplifier: 
pump amplifier development 

The OPCPA pump amplifier system is the heart of the 
system and represents the most difficult part of this de-
velopment, as 20 mJ pulse energy is required at high repe-
tition rates. Different approaches are pursued. One relies 
on the Innoslab amplifier concept developed at the Insti-
tute of Laser Technik in Aachen. This amplifier system 
was tested to reach pulse energies of 20 mJ at 12.5 kHz 
repetition rate [1]. In the second approach, a laser ampli-
fier system based on Yb:YAG thin-disk multipass ampli-
fication with 30 passes through the gain medium (thick-
ness = 360µm, doping concentration 7 at. %) was used for 
further amplification to higher repetition rates in a burst 
operation mode. The seed pulse from a fiber laser (375µJ 
pulse energy, IAP Jena) was amplified in the thin-disk 
multipass amplifier to a pulse energy of 44.5mJ, leading 
to a total amplification factor of 118 (1.17 per pass). The 
burst energy stability is approximately 1% rms at a 
maximum output power of 2.5kW or pulse energy of 
25mJ at 100 kHz repetition rate, as demonstrated in Ref-
erence [2]. The pulses are compressed in a grating com-
pressor to ~820 femtoseconds duration with a compressor 
transmission efficiency of more than 70%. These pulses 
were then used to generate the second harmonic at 515 
nm with an efficiency of more than 50%. In the third ap-
proach, a combination of an Yb:YAG Innoslab amplifier 
with an output pulse energy of 5mJ with the thin-disk 
multipass amplifier with 10 passes through the disk me-
dium was studied. The pulses were amplified to 24mJ, 
leading to a total amplification factor of 4.8 (1.17 per 
pass) with a burst energy stability below 1% rms.  

FLASH-2 XUV seed source 
An efficient XUV seeding source needs to be devel-

oped for the FLASH2 free electron laser. This has been 
the focus of several experiments. The main result was the 
proof-of-principle of dual-gas high harmonic generation 
(HHG) [3]. The principle of this high harmonic genera-
tion method is the enhancement of the XUV signal using 
hydrogen jets for phase tuning between multiple HHG 
sources. The main objective is to tune the hydrogen pres-
sure such that only constructive interference of the multi-
ple HHG generation zones can be observed. The proof-of-
principle experiment and the subsequent experiment [4] 
with an increased number of gas nozzles (generation 
zones) showed excellent enhancement of the HHG con-
version efficiency. The results could be confirmed with 
3D simulations. A third experiment was performed in col-
laboration with the Center for Free Electron Laser Sci-
ence, in order to test the effect of Quasi-Phase-Matched 
(QPM) HHG at wavelengths around 10nm. The phase 
tuning could be reproduced for short wavelengths. The 
same technique was used to enhance the harmonic signal 
in an experiment performed at the IAP Jena with a high 
average power fiber amplifier as a harmonic driver 
source. In conclusion, the novel HHG scheme shows a 
very good performance in terms of enhancing the total 
XUV photon flux and of controlling the coherence prop-
erties of the XUV radiation. Further investigations are 
necessary for an absolute enhancement in comparison 
with usual HHG schemes such as capillary-based high 
harmonic generation. 
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Absorption of laser light in plasmas is a central point in
the context of laser-plasma-interactions. Here, we concen-
trate on the description of absorption in near-critical plas-
mas, which means plasmas in the range of 0.1 · nc < ne <
a0 ·nc, where nc is the critical density of the laser and a0 is
the normalized vector potential of the focused laser pulse
[1].
In the literature two concepts of absorption are described.
One is dominated by leading-edge depletion (LED), where
the forward push on the electrons at the head of the pulse
is dominant [2, 3], while in the other the ponderomo-
tive expulsion of electrons in the transverse direction is
dominating (transverse ponderomotive acceleration, TPA)
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. So far it was unclear, however, if these
two regimes are occuring distinct from another, or if they
are acting simultaneously and cannot be delimited against
each other.
We derived a new set of formulae for one-dimensional the-
ory to describe the leading edge velocity u and the erosion
velocity ver of a laser pulse propagating in a near-critical
plasma in the LED regime based on energy balance consid-
erations in relativistic fluid motion (for a detailed derivation
see [1]). The loss of energy at the leading edge of the laser
pulse is approximately

dχL
dt

= −a
2
0

4
mec

2n0u (1)

with χL the laser pulse energy per unit area, n0 the elec-
tron density and u the velocity of the leading edge. Ex-
pressing the energy loss in terms of the erosion velocity
ver and the laser intensity I gives

dχL
dt

= −verI
2c

. (2)

The erosion velocity is related to the leading edge veloc-
ity via the group velocity of the laser u = vg − ver. While
the group velocity is given by vg = δω

δk and the dispersion
relation of a circularly polarized laser pulse in the plasma
(ω2 = c2k2+ω2

p/
√

1 + a20), the leading edge velocity and
the erosion velocity can be calculated from equation 1 and
2 as

u =
vg(ω

2
L/ω

2
p)

1
2 +

ω2
L

ω2
p

(3)

ver =
vg/2

1
2 +

ω2
L
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p

(4)
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In two dimensions we can follow the same way to derive
the formulae for the TPA regime. The energy losses are
given by

dEL
dt

= a0mec
2n0uAL (5)

and

dEL
dt

=
verIAL

c
, (6)

with EL the energy, and AL the cross-sectional area of
the laser pulse, leading to

u =
vg

1 +
ω2

P

a0ω2
L

, (7)

by equating the relations 5 and 6.

Figure 1: Plot of the leading edge velocities calculated
from equation 3 for LED (solid) and equation 7 for TPA
(dashed). The chosen normalized vector potential is given
in each panel. Note that a smaller leading edge velocity
translates to a higher erosion velocity for the same value
of ne. For increasing values of a0 the erosion velocity and
thus the depletion rate is decreasing [1].

To test our analytical set of formulae, we carried out
two dimensional PIC simulations using the EPOCH code,
where a circularly polarized laser pulse with 1 µm wave-
length was normally incident on a 50 µm hydrogenic
plasma slab. The pulse was represented by a flat top tem-
poral profile with a pulse duration of τL = 40 fs, a Gaus-
sian transverse profile characterized by its radius rL and a
normalized vector potential of a0 = 10. A first set of sim-
ulations was carried out with plasma densities in the range
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Figure 2: Leading edge velocities obtained from 2D PIC
simulations of set A (left; circles) and set B (right; squares)
plotted against analytical formulae for LED (equation 3;
solid) and TPA (equation 7; dashed) [1].

of 0.5 − 1.5nc. The radii of the laser pulse were set to
rL = 10µm (set A) and rL = 2µm (set B).

In figure 2 the leading edge velocities are plotted against
the analytical formulae 3 and 7. In both sets the plots
show a good agreement between the PIC simulations and
the LED analytic formula for low densities. At higher den-
sities the simulations start to diverge from the predicted ve-
locity values. The TPA analytic formula at any point shows
a good representation of the simulation results. To under-
stand the behaviour at higher densities we analyze the de-
pletion of the electromagnetic energy of the laser pulse (see
figure 3). Even though the leading edge velocities are sim-
ilar (cf. figure 2), the absorption rate for the wider laser
pulse (set A) is higher than for the narrow one (set B).
This is caused by the self focusing of the laser pulse, trans-
porting energy from its wings to the central region and ef-
fectively increasing the normalized vector potential of the
pulse. This leads to a slower depletion of the energy of
the narrow focussed laser pulse due to its stronger self fo-
cussing (also compare figure 1 and [1]).
To point out that TPA starts to dominate over LED at higher
densities, we performed another set of 2D simulations,
were we set the density range to ne = 2 − 4nc while we
kept the vector potential at a0 = 10 and the radius of the
laser at rL = 10µm (set C). The obtained leading edge ve-
locities are plotted in figure 4, where one can see, that they
now completely depart from the LED prediction, following
closely the TPA prediction. Due to filamentation and self-
focussing, we observe an increase of intensity of a factor
of 2 in the simulations. By taking into account this fact in
the TPA formula (equation 7), an even better agreement be-
tween theory and simulations is found.
Here, we have derived a new set of analytic formulae for the
LED and the TPA regime, which we compared against 1D
and 2D simulations. The LED analytic formulae have been
found in excellent agreement with the simulation results of
the 1D EM PIC calculations. For the 2D PIC simulations
we showed a very good agreement to the analytic formu-
lae and the two existing regimes of LED and TPA with a
smooth transition between them. Both the analytic formu-
lae and the simulations show that in the LED regime, for
near-critical plasmas, the absorption is higher than for the

TPA regime.

Figure 3: Fraction of the initial transverse EM energy of
the laser for the simulations with ne/nc = 1.5 of set A
(squares) and set B (circles) [1].

Figure 4: Leading edge velocities in simulations of set A
(red circles) and set C (blue circles) plotted against elec-
tron density. Also shown are the analytic formula for LED
(equation 3; solid) and TPA (equation 7; dashed). When
taking account for intensity increase due to self focussing
and plotting the TPA analytic formula with a0 set to

√
2a0

(dotted) a good agreement is found [1].
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In laser ion acceleration experiments using laterally
extended metal foils, the hot electron distribution gener-
ating the accelerating fields at the target surface, rapidly
spreads out over an area, much bigger than the focal spot
size, leading to a significant reduction of the fields [1].
One solution is to use targets with transversely limited
dimensions (”mass limited targets”) [2]. However, these
targets need supporting structures, allowing a part of the
hot electrons to spread, they have to be precisely aligned
to the laser after each shot and they are complicated and
expensive to fabricate.
An alternative are truly isolated micrometer sized droplets
from liquid jets. When a liquid is forced through a nozzle,
initially producing a cylindrical jet, it eventually starts
to randomly break up into a stream of droplets due to
the Plateau-Rayleigh instability. The applicability of this
scheme for laser plasma experiments has already been
proven by the use of water micro droplets [3]. Here, we
present a source for micrometer sized droplets of cryogenic
gases like hydrogen or argon for laser plasma interaction
studies [5]. Due to the comparable high vapor pressure of
hydrogen or argon at their triple point, a rapid evaporation
cooling of the liquid occurs, as soon as it is injected into
vacuum. This leads to a transition to the solid state, before
the liquid is able to break up into droplets. This freezing
can be prevented by injection of the liquid gases into a
separate volume at pressures of the order of the vapor
pressure [4]. At our droplet source, this volume is formed
by an outer glass tube which is positioned over the inner
orifice, where we minimized the distance between the two
nozzles, to reduce the interaction length of the liquid jet
with the co-flowing gas, increasing the spatial stability of
the droplets.
The nozzle is formed by commercially available pulled
glass tubes, which are broken under microscope view con-
trol, at the desired nozzle diameter, ensuring sharp edged
profiles for laminar liquid flow conditions at the orifice exit.
The capillaries are bonded to a copper connector, which is
sealed under compulsion against a copper joint. A piezo-
electric modulator attached to the droplet source ensures
the forced breakup of the liquid jet at a fixed frequency,
allowing synchronization of the droplets to the laser pulses.

To demonstrate the spatial stability of the droplets pro-
duced by our source, we compare different images shown
in figure 1 right. From the different images the displace-

∗The work leading to these results has received funding by the Bun-
desministerium fur Bildung and Forschung (under contracts 03ZIK052
and 03ZIK445), and by the Helmholtz Gemeinschaft (under grant VH-
NG-331).

Figure 1: Left: Inner capillary for liquid jet generation
and outer capillary for ambient gas allocation to prevent
jet freezing. Right: Images of periodic droplet streams of
a) argon and b) hydrogen [5]

ment of the individual droplets from the center of the
stream can be deduced. The mean relative displacement
〈δr〉 is then plotted against the distance z from the opening
of the outer glass tube. To ensure a good overlap between
droplets and laser focus the condition 〈δr〉 < rL, where rL
is the laser focal spot radius, has to be met. As one can
see in figure 2, a nearly ideal overlap is guaranteed within a
few millimeters from the nozzle exit point for realistic spot
size radii of rL ≥ 2µm.

Figure 2: Relative mean droplet displacement 〈δr〉 plotted
against distance z from the nozzle exit aperture. The filled
circles (hydrogen) and squares (argon) are for expansion
in co-flowing gas, while the open circles (hydrogen) are
without additional gas environment. [5]
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The applicability of water micro droplets for laser
plasma experiments has already been proven [1, 2, 3]. But
so far the energy of the generated protons was limited to
approx. 1 MeV, which was attributed to the limited pulse
contrast of the order of 10−7 on a ns timescale. In a re-
cent experiment at the JETI laser facility, delivering a pulse
contrast of 10−10 until 1 ns and 10−8 until 10 ps before
the main pulse, proton energies up to 10.5 MeV have been
achieved.
The generation of the water droplet beam has been
achieved by commercially available nozzles delivering
25µm droplets, synchronized to the laser pulse by means of
a built in piezo actuator, driven by a triggerable frequency
generator. The positioning of the droplets in the laser fo-
cal spot is controlled by means of a probe beam aligned
perpendicular to the main beam. This probe beam illumi-
nates the droplets which are imaged onto a CCD camera
by an f/2 imaging lens, allowing for µm-accuracy. The
generated ion beam propagates towards a plastic scintilla-
tor 20 × 20 × 0.5 cm3 in size, covering a solid angle of
0.49 sr. The ion beam profile is recorded using a gateable
CCD. The shutter window of the camera was 10.5 ns long,
opening 7.7 ns after the laser pulse arrived at the scintilla-
tor, representing an energy interval of the protons of 1 to
5 MeV. Part of the ion beam is traveling through a hole in
the scintillator, towards a Thomson spectrometer recording
the energy of the particles.
Sokollik et al. [4] have shown, that even for a spherical tar-
get one would expect the generation of a directional beam
of ions. For our experimental conditions we observe, as
shown in figure 1, that the ion beam is undergoing strong
filamentation during the acceleration, caused by ionization
effects, as described in [5]. The strong spatial fluctuation
of the ion beam also led to strong variations in the recorded
proton energy spectra.
The length of the 10−8 ASE pedestal of JETI can be tuned
by means of a fast Pockels cell, enabling us to investigate
the influence of the corresponding pre-plasma gradient on
the cut-off energy of the generated fast protons. The min-
imum ASE pedestal of 600 ps duration is given by half of
the stretched pulse length of 800 ps in the amplifier and 200
ps rise time of the Pockels cell window. As shown in figure
2 left the highest proton energies are not reached for max-
imum suppression of the ASE pedestal by the fast Pockels
cell, but if the duration of the pedestal is increased by 150

∗The work leading to these results has received funding by the Bun-
desministerium fur Bildung and Forschung (under contracts 03ZIK052
and 03ZIK445), and by the Helmholtz Gemeinschaft (under grant VH-
NG-331).

Figure 1: Typical imprint of the beam profile correspond-
ing to a spectral window of 1 to 5 MeV protons. Strong
modulations are visible, indicating filamentation of the ion
beam. The shadow is created by the ion beam guide to the
Thomson spectrometer.

Figure 2: Left: Mean cutoff-energy of proton spectra plot-
ted against additional ASE pedestal. The highest proton en-
ergies are achieved for an additional ASE duration of 150
- 350 ps. Right: For optimum conditions proton cut-off en-
ergies of 10.5 MeV are observed.

to 350 ps. For optimum conditions we are able to generate
spectrally modulated proton spectra with cut-off energies
of 10.5 MeV, as shown in figure 2 right, which marks an
improvement of a factor of ten over results published so far
with these kind of targets [1, 2, 3].
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Implications for the electron distribution from the stationary hydrodynamic
model of one-dimensional plasma expansion into vacuum
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Standard analytical theory of Target Normal Sheath Ac-
celeration (TNSA) is commonly based on estimates for the
number and energy distribution of hot electrons, which are
heated by a short intense laser pulse at the front side of a
solid foil target. In most of these approaches, the energetic
electrons are treated kinetically, e.g. in [1], as it is alsopre-
dicted by multiple Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations. The
expansion of the hot electron gas is described by a collison-
less one-dimensional electrostatic model. Since the elec-
tron mass is small in comparison with that of the ions, one
may assume an almost instantaneous arrangement of the
electron distribution in a stationary configuration. The cor-
responding proper mathematical description employs the
stationary, one-dimensional, electrostatic Vlasov equation

p

me

∂fe

∂x
+ e

∂φ

∂x

∂fe

∂p
= 0 . (1)

Its solution fe(x, p) = fe,0

(

√

p2 − 2me e φ(x)
)

pro-

vides an expression for the electron density as a function
of the electric potentialφ,

ne(φ) =

∫

R

fe,0

(

√

p2 − 2me e φ(x)
)

d p . (2)

The distribution functionfe,0 can be chosen arbitrarily but
has to fulfill the symmetric conditionfe,0(p) = fe,0(−p).
It specifies the electron density in the absence of a poten-
tial (φ = 0) and is usually described by a Maxwellian
distribution, for which reason (2) becomesne(φ) =

ne,0 exp(φ/Te,0), with the initial mean energyTe,0.
Besides the kinetic approach a hydrodynamic ansatz was
supposed [2, 3]. It starts from the Euler equation for an
ideal electron fluid, assuming ’massless’ electrons, and ap-
plies the adiabatic relationP · n−κ

e = const for an ideal
gas, which gives the relation

ne(φ) = ne,0 ·

(

1 +
κ− 1

κ

e φ

Te,0

)1/(κ−1)

. (3)

Like (2) the above expression defines the electron density
as a function of the electric potential. It is expected that this
approach automatically ensures energy conservation during
the adiabatic plasma expansion process, as distinguished
from the assumption of a Maxwellian distribution [4].
Recently we have shown that the hydrodynamic relation (3)
is included in (2) as a special case with a particular distri-
bution function. To address the problem, we inverted the
relation (2) in terms offe,0. This was done with the help of
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Fourier transforms. Using the inversion formula
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one directly finds the electron distributionfe,0 which is as-
sociated with the electron density (3) as

fe,0(p) = α
ne,0
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2

, (5)

with some constantα. This phase space density is gener-

Figure 1: Electron phase space density (5) for different val-
uesκ. The limiting case of a Maxwellian distribution for
κ→ 1 is displayed by a dashed line.

ally not Maxwellian, as Fig. 1 shows. Hence, the use of (3)
implies always a specific electron distribution (5). More-
over, it may lead to large deviations from the correctly de-
termined evolution of the phase space density gained from
a conservative kinetic algorithm [5]. Agreement between
both approaches could be obtained only forκ = 3. For this
special case, the nonrelativistic analysis has been general-
ized also to relativistic energiesTe,0 & me c

2.
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Ion acceleration using the radiation pressure of an
ultra-intense laser pulse attracted strong interest due
to its potential of generating ion spectra with low en-
ergy spread. We performed experiments at the 40-TW
laser system "JETI" at high contrast. The obtained ion
spectra show distinct signatures of quasi-monoenergetic
ion acceleration when multi-component foils of a few
nanometer thickness were used. The results provide ev-
idence of an acceleration mechanism of ions that is as-
sisted by the radiation pressure. Particle-in-cell simu-
lations support our findings and reveal a two stage pro-
cess. First, the ion species are seperated due to the ra-
diation pressure while the laser pulse interacts with the
plasma. In a second step, the ions are accelerated by
target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA). The combi-
nation of both effects leads to broad ion spectra with
quasi-monoenergetic features.

Introduction

The acceleration of matter using the radiation pressure
was first proposed in the context of interstellar spacecrafts
[1]. Since the advent of ultra-intense laser pulses this ac-
celeration scheme became relevant also for particle accel-
eration. Here, the radiation of a high intense laser pulse
focussed to the intensity IL onto a target exerts a pres-
sure p = (1 + R) · IL/c where R is the target reflectiv-
ity and c is the speed of light. The radiation pressure thus
enables a uniform acceleration of a macroscopic target to
a monoenergetic spectrum. This is in contrast to the ac-
celeration by the electrostatic acceleration due to the elec-
tric sheath field created by heated electrons in the TNSA
scheme where exponential ion spectra up to a cutoff en-
ergy are observed. In fact, it has been shown in simulations
at laser intensities in the order of 1023 W/cm2 that radia-
tion pressure acceleration (RPA) is the dominant accelera-
tion mechanisms leading up to GeV proton energies when
ultra-thin foils of nanometer thickness are used. However,
it has been predicted that RPA could be observed at cur-
rently available intensities using multi-component foil tar-
gets. A comparison between the pressure generated by
the laser radiation and the pressure owing to the elec-
trostatic charge separation induced in the target of thick-
ness d leads to a balance condition a0 ·

√
1 +R ≈ σ

between the amplitude of the normalized vector potential
a0 =

√
ILλ2L/(1.37 · 1018W/cm2 · µm2) and the normal-

ized target density

σ = ne/nc · d/λL ≈ a0. (1)

Experiment

The experiment was performed at the JETI laser system
delivering pulses of 1 J in 27 fs, with a 10 ps-prepulse con-
trast of 10−6. This contrast is improved to 10−9 by us-
ing a plasma mirror set-up integrated into the laser beam
line [2]. The improvement of the contrast is a necessary
step for using nanometer foil targets. The laser, now de-
livering high contrast pulses containing up to 500 mJ on
target, was focused by an off-axis parabola to an inten-
sity up to 6 · 1019 W/cm

2 (a0 ≈ 5). The polarization of
the laser-pulse can be changed from linear to circular by
a remote-controlled quarter-wave plate (Figure 1). Up to
now, diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils of nanometer thick-
ness have been used in these experiments in order to pro-
vide free-standing targets that satisfy this conditon [4]. We
developed parylene foils which are mechanically stable and
mounted onto a grid such that several tens up to hundred
free-standing foils are provided by a single mount.

We found that parylene foils have significant advantages
as compared to commercially available DLC foils with low
sp3 content. First, the optical transparency of parylene low-
ers its sensitivity to prepulses and amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE). The second advantage is the lower den-
sity as compared to DLC. This allows the use of foils with
larger thickness that are more stable and satisfy condition
1 at the same time. The decisive advantage, however, is the
composition of multiple ion species since particle-in-cell
simulations have suggested that RPA can be enhanced by
multi-ion targets due to charge seperation forces [3].

Proton and carbon ions are recorded using a Thomson
parabola and a MCP detector that has been calibrated re-
garding its absolute sensitivity. The ion spectra consist of
a broad exponential spectrum that is also observed using
thin foils of micrometer thickness (Figure 2). Addition-
ally, quasi-monoenergetic features are observed in all ion
species when a 13 nm parylene foil was used. The height
of the additional peak is about 30% of the interpolated
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Figure 1: The experimental setup: The beam passes a
plasma mirror and is focused to 6 · 1019 W/cm

2 onto the
target.

background. 40% of the shots in focus position showed
mono-energetic features in the protons. Comparable fea-
tures were also observed in the C5+ and C6+ ion traces [4].
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Figure 2: A typical proton spectrum with a peak at
1.4 MeV. The upper right corner shows the raw-data of
this shot. These kinds of peaks are visible in 40% of the
recorded shots in focus position.

The cutoff- and the peak-energy of the protons show a
clear dependence on the the cutoff-energy of the C6+ ions
(Figure 3). This leads to the conclusion, that different ion
species gain their kinetic energies via the same accelera-
tion mechanism namely TNSA. This is supported by the
observation, that linear polarization produces the highest
energies, while circular polarization reduces electron heat-
ing and thus TNSA in general [5].

The peaks are most likely due to a two-step accelera-
tion process, starting with an RPA phase [3]: The strong
electric field raised by the RPA process starts seperating
the different ion species of the ultra thin target. RPA ac-
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Figure 3: 111 shots showing the dependence of the proton
cutoff- and peak-energy on the C6+ cutoff-energy. Circu-
lar polarization is depicted by filled marks, whereas linear
polarization is depicted by empty marks.

celeration (and thus the ion species separation) stops at the
end of the laser pulse while TNSA is present as long as
hot electrons are capable of creating an accelerating sheath
field. Thus, TNSA accelerates all ion species and leads
to the observed peaks in the ion spectra. This acceleration
step is similar to the directed-Coulomb-explosion [6] and is
supported by 2D-simulations. For our laser and plasma pa-
rameters, a dictinct peak in carbon and proton spectra due
to RPA has been found which is in good agreement with
our experimental findings [7]. When using thicker 100 nm
multi-component targets, no peaks are observed neither in
the simulation nor in the experiment.
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Electron bunches from a laser wake field accelerator 

exhibit an ultra-short pulse duration (<10 fs) and a small 

divergence (~1 mrad). These unique features make these 

electron bunches promising candidates for the generation 

of secondary radiation via macroscopic or microscopic 

undulators (Thomson back scattering). These techniques 

benefit additionally from a high bunch charge.  

Last year we made the discovery [1] that changing the 

target gas in a laser wake field accelerator from helium to 

hydrogen increases the bunch charge per area by more 

than one order of magnitude. This is a combined effect of 

having a 2 times smaller divergence in the transverse di-

rection and 4 times higher bunch charge. The underlying 

physics, however, remained unclear. In a second cam-

paign with the JETI laser we were able to test some of our 

assumptions. Switching from helium to hydrogen as a 

target gas changes two things: the ionization energy and 

the charge to mass ratio. To distinguish between effects 

caused by either of these two parameters we have done 

similar experiments using deuterium. 

The new experimental setup was optimized for the laser 

parameters of the JETI system. The pulse duration was 

further shortened to τ = 27 fs while the energy on target 

was comparable to the last campaign with 650 mJ. The 

shorter pulse duration allowed for a tighter focusing (us-

ing an f/13 off axis parabolic mirror). The resulting di-

ameter of the focal spot was 12 µm FWHM with a vacu-

um FWHM intensity of 8.3x10
18

 W/cm
2
. The laser pulses 

hit a gas jet produced by a super sonic nozzle with 3 mm 

exit diameter. The electron bunch diagnostics were a scin-

tillating phosphor screen positioned 42 cm after the noz-

zle to observe the pointing and the beam divergence and 

an electron spectrometer.  

First we were looking at the pointing of the electron 

beam on the first scintillator screen. In Fig. 1, the trans-

verse electron profile of 30 consecutive shots at the opti-

mal pressure were added up. We could verify the results 

from our last campaign, except that deuterium produces 

even more stable electron pulses than hydrogen. Since H2 

and D2 have the same ionization energies this identifies 

this parameter to be the main reason. The higher degree of 

collimation of the electron bunches from deuterium could, 

however, hint towards an effect of the charge-to-mass-

ratio. However, recent experiments with high purity hy-

drogen (99.9999%) give similar results as compared to 

deuterium. The H2 gas in our first measurement had a 

purity of 99.9% and D2 of 99.5% only. However, the 

main impurities in D2 are HD and H2. Neglecting ion 

mass effects, D2 has the same purity as the high purity H2 

in our latest experimental campaign.  

 

FIGURE 1: Pointing of the electron bunches at the first lanex screen 

for helium (a), hydrogen (b) and deuterium (c). 

This means that the main reason for the observed differ-

ences is due to the different ionization levels of He (24.6 

eV, 54.4 eV) and H2 (15.4 eV for molecules). The domi-

nant ionization mechanism is optical field ionization. The 

minimum required intensity for H2 is smaller than for He 

and hence ionization occurs earlier. This allows the rising 

edge of the laser pulses to efficiently heat up the plasma 

due to inverse bremsstrahlung. A rough estimate leads to 

a plasma temperature of several hundred eV for H2 when 

the electron acceleration starts.   

 

FIGURE 2: Comparison of electron momentum distribution for 

cold (left column) and hot (right column) simulations. Longitudinal 

momentum (px) as a function of longitudinal position (x-ct) after 

1.13 mm for initial temperatures of a) 0 keV and b) 1 keV. Electron 

spectrum at the same time for c) 0 keV and d) 1 keV. 

Simulations using the OSIRIS PIC code were performed 

with different initial plasma temperatures of 0 keV and 1 

keV. First results confirm our experimental findings (Fig. 

2). The higher plasma temperature leads to a higher 

charge of the electron bunch. Further investigations 

should also reveal the transverse dynamics which lead to 

a smaller divergence.  
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Studying nuclear [1], inner atomic or structural dy-
namic requires ultra-short XUV pulses or narrow line-
width x-ray [2]. Laser based high harmonic generation 
(HHG) as a strongly non-linear frequency conversation 
process is capable to produce ultrashort XUV pulses in a 
laser like beam with compact laser systems. HHG does 
not rely on relativistic laser intensities thus high repetition 
rate laser systems can be used. However, due to the low 
conversion efficiency, HHG radiation has to be further 
increased. 

  
More recently we introduced the concept of parametric 

amplification of HHG radiation. In the first description 
we added a stimulated emission process and named it 
self-seeded x-ray parametric amplification (XPA) [2, 3]. 
Beyond the super-quadratic increase of the XUV signal, 
which can be explained by HHG theory in a limited pres-
sure range, other observed characteristics (exponential 
growth, gain narrowing, strong blue shift etc.) and their 
scaling with intensity and pressure [3,4] can only be ex-
plained accurately by the new XPA model.  

 
In the last year we have improved our model. Aside 

atomic and free electron dispersion we included in our 
new model also Gaussian beam, atomic and Gouy phase 
shifts, and the effect of the group velocity mismatch. This 
extended XPA theory fully describes the observed scaling 
of the XUV yield with pressure, intensity, jet position, 
etc. [5]. For an experimental verification, we used the 
femtosecond front-end of the PHELIX laser system deliv-
ering 350-fs-long 7 mJ pulses and the JETI laser system 
delivering 30-fs-long, 1 J pulses, both at a repetition rate 
of 10 Hz. We focused the laser beam to a diameter, which 
suitable to realize XPA in Argon [3,6].  

 

In Fig 1 we present the pressure dependence of the 
signal for the 35th harmonic measured with the PHELIX 
frontend. The diamonds represent the measurements, 
which has been made for a laser intensity of 2x1014 
W/cm².  The measured radiation yield increases nearly 
exponential with pressure (Fig. 1) at low pressures. In the 
pressure range above 0.6 bar, the signal saturates and a 
higher pressure results in a lower signal. The observed 
exponential increase is a clear indication of the predicted 
stimulated emission and parametric amplification. To 
compare our measurement with the existing theories, we 
fitted the signal (light blue) predicted with a model de-

scribing absorption limited high harmonic generation for 
a finite phase matching length. It can be seen that the 
measured behavior of the pressure dependence can fully 
describe with the XPA theory in the full pressure range. 

 

Figure 1. Measured XUV signal (diamonds) as function of pres-
sure and a comparison with XPA and pure HHG 

Additionally, for XPA and pure HHG the maximum 
signal is expected at different positions of the jet in re-
spect to the focus.  We checked this with a measurement 
series recording the x-ray spectra dependence on the jet 
position in a wide range of pressure and laser parameters, 
i.e. measurements were performed with the PHELIX fron-
tend and the JETI laser.  Again we found a very good 
agreement of our model with the observed scaling, such 
as the position of the maximum signal is independent of 
the jet position as predicted by XPA and in contradiction 
to pure HHG. 

Summing up, XPA holds the promise to realize a new 
class of bright x-ray sources for spectroscopy and many 
other applications combining the advantages of conven-
tional x-ray lasers and HHG. The excellent beam quality 
and the ultra-short pulse duration of HHG pulses will be 
then available at much higher pulse energies. 
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Plasma-based X-ray lasers (XRL) possess several dis-
advantageous properties that are related to their genera-
tion process. Being based on the amplification of sponta-
neous emission (ASE), XRL can not provide a significant 
degree of spatial coherence and the beam profiles are 
dominated by characteristic speckle-patterns. The cir-
cumvention of these undesired properties consists in in-
jection-seeding the XRL medium with a spectrally 
matched XUV pulse of a second source, which is typi-
cally either based on high-order harmonic generation 
(HHG) [1, 2] or a second XRL [3, 4]. HHG sources pro-
vide high-quality XUV beams but suffer from small con-
version efficiencies. The spectral overlap between one of 
the harmonic lines and the XRL transition needs to be 
ensured, which can be problematic especially when work-
ing with a Nd:Glass laser like PHELIX [5]. The spectral 
width of HH radiation is significantly larger compared to 
the line width of the XRL transition. This alleviates the 
spectral matching but reduces the efficiency of the seed-
ing process. Utilizing a second XRL for seeding is more 
demanding on the laser system in terms of the required 
pump energy and can not provide the beam quality of-
fered by HHG. However, successful seeding experiments 
have been reported utilizing these techniques, demonstrat-
ing fully coherent and diffraction limited XRL beams.  

On the road of improving the beam quality of the XRL 
at GSI we developed a setup that allows us to operate two 
independent XRL targets simultaneously. The setup is 
based on the in-house developed DGRIP pumping tech-
nique [6], allowing for an efficient pumping including the 
travelling wave excitation (TW) for both of the targets. 
The setup also relies on the PHELIX double-beam option 
originally developed for pump-probe experiments that is 
available since November 2010. This way, each of the 
two XRL targets can be pumped by its individual pump 
beam (Fig. 1).  Due to the symmetry of the setup the XRL 
output of the two targets is propagating in opposite direc-
tions. The XRL pulses can be diagnosed separately or be 
combined in a seed/ amplifier configuration. For the latter 
option one can use a spherical XUV mirror to image the 
output of the first XRL target into the gain zone of the 
second.  

 

 
Figure 1: The Butterfly Configuration. The inset gives a 

more detailed view of the target arrangement [7]. 

A first successful experiment using this experimental 
scheme that we refer to as Butterfly configuration has 
been carried out in 2011. The results hold the promise of 
the determination of the life time of the gain in a tran-
sient, Ni-like silver XRL [8]. Simulations of the temporal 
development of the seeded XRL signal utilizing the Max-
well-Bloch code DeepOne [9] are in progress. A succeed-
ing beam-time in 2012 is planned using molybdenum as 
target material, allowing us to carry out the experiment at 
higher laser repetition-rate and thus provide more valu-
able input for the development of the DeepOne code. 
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Ultrashort coherent XUV and soft x-ray pulses of
high brilliance are required for seeding planned free-
electron laser facilities like FLASH II or XFEL. Our
research in the project "Surface High Harmonic Gen-
eration (SHHG)" is focused on the generation of intense
XUV pulses from relativistic solid-density plasmas. We
investigate the efficiency of relativistic SHHG in exper-
iments at the 40-TW "JETI" laser system and compare
it to predictions from established theory. Beam char-
acteristics like divergence and polarization of the high
harmonics are measured. Furthermore, a strong influ-
ence of the plasma scale length on the efficiency is found
for the first time, which can be controlled and optimized
by an adequate enhancement of the laser pulse con-
trast using a plasma mirror or second harmonic gener-
ation. Our experimental results are in agreement with
1D particle-in-cell simulations. We record pulse en-
ergies in the order of microjoules per harmonic line,
equivalent to efficiencies of 10−5. Thus, in terms of
pulse energy, surface high-harmonic generation is be-
coming a source competetive with HHG in gases. In ad-
dition, we demonstrate the first consecutively measured
relativistic surface high-harmonic generation at a repe-
tition rate of 10 Hz yielding an average power of 10 µW
in the spectral range of 51 nm to 26 nm. This opens the
way to numerous scientific applications, e.g. nonlinear
XUV and XUV-XUV pump-probe experiments or the
seeding of free-electron lasers.

Introduction
The generation of high harmonics of the fundamental

laser field is the most prominent way to generate ultrashort
pulses and provides the shortest available temporal resolu-
tion in the order of attoseconds. High-harmonic generation
on solid surfaces (SHHG) using relativistic laser intensities
exploits nonlinear phenomena in fully ionized relativistic
plasmas and thus can overcome the limitations of HHG in
gases. In a SHHG experiment the laser pulse is focused to
intensities providing a normalized laser vector potential

a =
eE

ωmec
=

√
Iλ2

1, 37 · 1018Wm2

cm2

>> 1, (1)

thus leading to a relativistic electron oscillation at the sur-
face. After the solid material is ionized by prepulses or
the rising slope of the main pulse, a dense plasma-vacuum
boundary exceeding the critical density is created and re-
flects the incident laser pulse. For relativistic intensities

the dominant process of harmonic generation is attributed
to a periodic phase modulation during the reflection off the
oscillating surface. This simplified but intuitive model is
often referred to as the "relativistically oscillating mirror"
(ROM) and describes the essential physics of relativistic
SHHG. It predicts a power law for the spectral distribution
of the emitted harmonics

η(ω) ∝
(
ω

ω0

)− 8
3

(2)

up to a roll-off frequency ωro ≈ 8γ3ω0. From these equa-
tions high efficiencies, e.g. 10−4 for the 30th harmonic,
are expected. Therefore SHHG in the relativistic regime
is considered to be a promising source of intense attosec-
ond XUV pulses with pulse energies orders of magnitude
higher than the current state-of-the-art. We have investi-
gated several aspects of SHHG in a series of experiments.

Beam characteristics

The angular distribution of the emitted harmonic beam is
recorded using a non-imaging flat-field spectrometer. For a
short plasma scale length of Lp ≤ λ/10, a constant (1/e2)-
divergence of about 20 mrad is found for ROM harmon-
ics. The scale length was controlled by the laser pulse con-
trast that was enhanced by an anti-reflection (AR) coated
plasma mirror target. In order to generate a scale length of
Lp ≈ λ/5, BK7 glass substrates are used as plasma mirror
targets. A spectral double peak structure of the harmonic
lines was observed for the longer scale length (s. Fig. 1); an
effect, that originates from a stronger denting for smoother
plasma density gradients due to the ponderomotive force
[1].

Efficiency of ROM harmonics

The XUV pulse energy and efficiency of SHHG is inves-
tigated using an imaging XUV spectrometer that was cal-
ibrated at a synchrotron facility. A strong influence of the
plasma scale length is found in experiments using differ-
ent plasma mirror targets for contrast enhancement. Until
now, it had generally been accepted that achieving suffi-
ciently steep density gradients for ROM harmonics is the
major challenge for the realization of an efficient SHHG
XUV source. Hence, one would expect the harmonic yield
to increase as the prepulse level is reduced. Surprisingly,
the strongest harmonic emission is observed for intermedi-
ate contrast settings using the BK7 plasma mirror (s. Fig.
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This function determines the global spectral envelope.
Here, we focus on the second factor, which represents the
spectral fine structure.

In the simple case of equidistant pulses, tk ¼ kT0 ¼
2!k=!0, the result would be a sequence of sharp harmonic
lines, exactly centered at multiples of the fundamental
frequency !0. In this case, their width is determined by
the number of attosecond pulses only, i.e., the length of the
IR laser pulse. However, due to the extremely short IR
pulse and its high intensity in this experiment, the atto-
second pulses cannot be expected to be equally spaced.
Rather, the reflecting surface is expected to move as a
function of time, thus causing an overall chirp in the
reflected harmonics. Inspection of the numerical simula-
tions will illustrate and substantiate this statement.

We carried out full relativistic one spatial dimension
PIC simulations using the VLPL 1D code [20] with a
spatial resolution of "=1000, 100 macro particles per
cell and fixed ions. Thereby the parameters have been
chosen to closely resemble the experimental conditions.
For both cases the incident laser has a Gaussian temporal
profile a ¼ a0 expð#t2=#2Þ with an amplitude a0 ¼ 8:1
and a pulse duration # ¼ 10"=c. Double exponential
profiles have been used for the plasma density in order
to approximate the density profiles shown in Fig. 1 with
(a) high contrast and (b) medium contrast. The resulting
transverse magnetic field component Bz as a function of
time and space is shown in Fig. 3. It can clearly be seen
how deep the laser magnetic field penetrates the plasma,

which allows following the motion of the reflecting sur-
face. Because of the relativistic radiation pressure of the
laser pulse, the electrons are pushed into the plasma
during the rising edge of the laser pulse, causing the
attosecond pulses to be delayed. Later, the electrostatic
force drives the electron fluid towards its original position
and the delay decreases again. This results in an overall
positive harmonic chirp in contrast to the negative har-
monic chirp of CWE harmonics [4].
In our analytical model, we assume a variable spacing of

the attosecond pulses within the pulse train in order to
model the spectral broadening caused by the motion of
the surface discussed above. As the lion’s share of high-
order harmonics is produced close to the maximum pulse
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Figure 1: a) A typical ROM spectrum using high contrast
shows sharp harmomic lines. b) For intermediate contrast
settings and thus a longer plasma scale length the harmonic
emission is much stronger and shows a double-peaked sub-
structure. c+d) Particle-in-Cell simulations clearly confirm
the observations. A closer look in the plasma simulations
provides evidence that the surface plasma gets strongly
curved by the ponderomotive pressure for the longer scale
length case. This means that the emitted attosecond pulse
train is unequally spaced. e+f) An analytical model is in
excellent agreement with the findings on the spectral sub-
strucure.

2), e.g. 2.7 µJ for the 21st harmonic (equivalent to an ef-
ficiency of 10−5). At higher contrast, obtained by using
an anti reflection coated plasma mirror, only 0.3 µJ for
the 21st harmonic and an efficiency of 10−6 are achieved.
This is the first experimental evidence for the reduction of
the absolut harmonic yield in the limit of ultra-steep den-
sity gradients. Our findings are confirmed by 1D PIC sim-
ulations. Theoretically, this reduction is explained by two
effects. First, for steep gradients there is a larger restoring
force acting on the oscillating plasma surface. Thus, the
amplitude and velocity of the ROM are reduced, leading to
lower harmonic efficiency. Second, the driving E-field at
the critical plasma density itself is more and more reduced
for shorter scale lengths as a result of the inhomogenious
wave equation. Consequently, the harmonic efficiency can
be optimized by careful control of the laser pulse contrast
and the resulting plasma scale length [2].

Generation of 10 µW ROM harmonic
radiation at a repetition rate of 10 Hz

In another experiment relativistic surface harmonics
were created using the second harmonic of the JETI laser.
Second harmonic pulses with a pulse energy of 100 mJ
are focused to relativistic intensity onto a rotating glass
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Figure 2: Experimental efficiencies (circles) are compared
to spectral densities from 1D PIC simulations (lines) for
different plasma scale lengths (density ne = 200nc, expo-
nential density profile). The experimental efficiencies have
been normalized to a pulse energy of 250mJ (energy that
is focused to a0 > 1).In the ultra-relativistic limit the effi-
ciency is given by eq. (2).

surface such that the 10-Hz repetition rate of the laser
system is exploited [3]. XUV pulse energies in the order
of microjoules in the spectral range between 51 nm to
26 nm are consecutively measured, resulting in a total
average power of 12.3 µW for the observed harmonic
emission. The respective efficiencies are in the order of
10−5 to 10−7. Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that the
efficiency of ROM harmonics under the present conditions
falls behind expectations created by theoretical results
valid in the ultra-relativistic limit (eq. (2)). Apparently,
the relativistically oscillating mirror is only at the onset of
being driven efficiently in the relativistic regime.
On the other hand, the first demonstration of ROM har-
monic generation at the laser repetition rate establishes
a compact source of high-intensity XUV pulses that are,
suitable, e.g. for experiments on nonlinear attosecond
experiments or for seeding of XUV free-electron lasers.

This project collaborates with a university project funded
by DFG. The emphasis of that project is the attosecond
time structure of surface harmonics.
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Polarization effects detected with the high purity x-ray polarimeter 
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With the help of the Jena x-ray polarimeter we measured 
the highest polarization purity that has ever been meas-
ured in the x-ray range in 2010 [1]. The reason for devel-
oping such a polarimeter is a QED experiment that is 
planed in the future, namely the detection of vacuum bire-
fringence [2]. For that experiment, a laser with more than 
one petawatt peak power is required to induce birefrin-
gence into the vacuum. Short x-ray pulses which are very 
well polarized, are required to measure the expected small 
birefringence. In addition, the resulting ellipticity has to 
be measured with a very sensitive analyzer. The high pu-
rity that we have reached with our polarimeter enables 
other high sensitive polarization measurements what we 
demonstrated in 2011. For example, we measured the 
polarization state of the undulator radiation of the 
PETRA III P01 beam line with a high precision. Further-
more we investigate different materials between polarizer 
and analyzer to detect their influence on the polarization 
state of x-ray radiation. One sample was Kapton® that 
was chosen because of its common application as window 
or substrate in the x-ray range. We use a Kapton® sample 
that shows a strong optical activity in the visible spectral 
range (rotation of the linear polarization of about 10° in a 
50µm thick foil). In the x-ray range, we have observed an 
ellipticity of about 3·10-10 per foil that is caused by circu-
lar dichroism, also a kind of optical activity. Although the 
value is very small, the influence on the polarization has 
to be considered when vacuum pipes or samples with 
Kapton® windows are placed inside the polarimeter.  
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 Figure 1: Intensity variation near suppression with and 
without a stack of 30 Kapton foils inside the polarimeter  

 
 

In addition, we have investigated the influence of crys-
tal deformations on the polarization state of x-rays that 
are transmitted through the sample. This deformation can 
be induced by bending the crystal or by the piezoelectric 
effect.  The latter is displayed in figure 2 where a quartz 
crystal oscillator was placed inside the polarimeter. Reso-
nant oscillations inside the quartz lead to a shift and a 
broadening of the detected curve in comparison to the 
undisturbed crystal. This intensity variation can be used to 
switch or modulate x-rays and is to be more investigated 
in the future. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Intensity variation behind the polarimeter when 
a quartz crystal oscillator is slightly rotated near a Bragg 

reflection. 
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Electron-atom bremsstrahlung is one of the most im-
portant x-ray production processes. Of particular inter-
est is the investigation of how the photon polarization
is affected if the incident electrons are themselves spin-
polarized. The analysis of such a polarization transfer may
reveal unique knowledge on the relativistic photon-matter
interaction. While the underlying polarization correlations
were already theoretical studied in the 70s [1] and have re-
cently been revisited [2], an experimental study of the po-
larization transfer from incident polarized electrons to the
emitted x-rays was for a long time hampered by the lack of
appropriate sources for the production of polarized elec-
trons in combination with efficient hard x-ray polarime-
ters. Hence the influence of longitudinal electron polar-
ization on the orientation of the linear polarization axis
of the bremsstrahlung photons has been measured only re-
cently [3].

In a follow-up study, we applied a dedicated Si(Li)
Compton polarimeter [4] in order to determine for the first
time the complete linear polarization properties, i.e. the
degree of the linear polarization and the orientation of the
polarization axis, for different bremsstrahlung photon en-
ergies arising from transversely polarized electrons. The
experiment has been performed at the test stand of the po-
larized electron source SPIN at the TU Darmstadt [5]. The
source provides electrons with a kinetic energy of 100 keV
and a high degree of electron polarization (in our case
76± 5%). In addition to the measurement using trans-
versely polarized electrons a reference measurement using
unpolarized electrons has been performed. Figure 1 shows
the azimuthal distributions of Compton-scattered photons
inside the polarimeter for both settings of the electron spin
orientation. Here, a thin gold foil target was used and the
detector was located at an observation angle of 130◦. As
seen, the distribution recorded for transversely polarized
electrons (squares) is shifted on the ϕ axis in comparison
to the reference data (circles) which has been recorded for
an unpolarized electron beam. This shift is equivalent to
a rotation of the polarization axis which is a clear indica-
tion for the influence of a spin polarization of the incident
electrons. At the same time the distribution measured us-
ing the transversely polarized electrons exhibits a stronger
anisotropy which can be attributed to a higher degree of lin-
ear polarization of the emitted x-rays in comparison to the

∗Work supported by DFG through SFB 634 and by the state of Hesse
through the LOEWE center HIC for FAIR and by the Helmholtz Gemein-
schaft (Nachwuchsgruppe VH-NG-421).

Figure 1: Projection of Compton scattering distribution on
the azimuthal angle ϕ for the bremsstrahlung energy of
86.5±3 keV. The circles show the experimental results for
an unpolarized electron beam and the dashed line indicates
a fit of the Klein-Nishina equation. The squares represent
the data for transversely polarized electrons. The solid line
shows the respective result of the fit.

unpolarized electron case. To obtain quantitative results for
the bremsstrahlung linear polarization a modified version
of the Klein-Nishina formula [6] was adjusted to the Comp-
ton scattering distribution (cf. solid and dashed line in Fig-
ure 1). According to this procedure, the degree of the linear
polarization PL of the bremsstrahlung photons is increased
from 28% to 31% while the axis of the polarization is ro-
tated by an angle of Δϕ = 8◦. It should be noted that for
a reliable comparison to theoretical predictions further cor-
retions and effects, such as multiple scattering of the elec-
trons in the target foil, has to be taken into account. Never-
theless, even the uncorrected experimental findings clearly
indicate the influence of the incident electron spin polariza-
tion and deliver two separate experimental probes to study
the polarization transfer in electron-atom collisions.
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Electron-atom bremsstrahlung, also referred to as ordi-
nary bremsstrahlung, is one of the basic photon-matter pro-
cesses and has attracted continuous interest both theoreti-
cally and experimentally during the last decades [1, 2, 3].
Of particular importance is the study of the bremsstrahlung
polarization properties resulting from polarized electrons
as it reveals subtle details of the so-called polarization
transfer, i.e. a modified degree of linear polarization and a
rotation of the polarization axis, from charged particles to
the emitted x-rays [4]. Recently, a series of polarization-
resolved bremsstrahlung measurements has been carried
out at the test stand of the polarized electron source
SPIN [5] at the TU Darmstadt. In these experiments the
polarization transfer was studied in collisions of polarized
electrons with gold foils of about 100μg/cm2 thickness and
at an impact energy of 100 keV [6, 7].

A crucial point when drawing conclusions from the
experimental data is the question to what extend the
bremsstrahlung characteristics, in particular concerning the
polarization, are altered by effects due to multiple colli-
sions inside the target. One can expect that the linear
polarization shows a high sensitivity to the target thick-
ness as the straggling of incident electrons followed by
bremsstrahlung emission leads to a superposition of differ-
ent degrees of polarization and polarization orientations,
resulting in a decrease of the degree of linear polariza-
tion and a modified orientation of the polarization axis.
To quantify these effects, the Monte Carlo code PEBSI
(Polarized Electron Bremsstrahlung SImulator) was devel-
oped for modeling the bremsstrahlung arising from polar-
ized electrons during their passage through matter [8].

Indeed, preliminary calculations show that for the tar-
get thicknesses of interest the straggling of the electrons
within the target foils leads to a significant reduction of
both the degree of linear polarizationPL and the rotation of
the polarization vector Δχ. As an example, we present in
Fig. 1 the degree linear polarization and the rotation of the
polarization axis of bremsstrahlung stemming from polar-
ized electrons with an kinetic energy of 100 keV impinging
on a thin gold foil. We assumed the electron polarization
to be oriented perpendicular to the incident electron direc-
tion (transversal polarization) and to lie within the reaction
plane, being defined by the incident electron momentum
and the direction of the emitted photon. It is interesting to
note that while the value of PL significantly decreases with
decreasing photon energy, the rotation angle Δχ exhibits
only a very weak dependence on the bremsstrahlung en-

∗Work supported by the Helmholtz Gemeinschaft (Nachwuchsgruppe
VH-NG-421).

Figure 1: Preliminary PEBSI results for the degree of linear
polarization and the orientation of the polarization axis for
bremsstrahlung arising from polarized electrons impinging
on a gold foil of various thicknesses. The bremsstrahlung is
emitted at an angle of 130◦ with respect the incident elec-
tron direction and two photon energies at the high-energy
end of the bremsstrahlung distribution are considered.

ergy. Moreover, for the highest photon energy considered,
the degree of linear polarization remains constants for tar-
get thicknesses above 500μg/cm2.

Summarizing, according to the presented PEBSI results,
a rigorous analysis of polarization-resolved bremsstrahlung
measurements using high-Z solid-state target foils has to
take into account the effects of electron straggling on the
bremsstrahlung properties.
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Introduction 

We present recent results on probing InSb crystals by 
time resolved x-ray diffraction after ultra short excitation 
by an infrared femtosecond laser pulse. By using extreme 
asymmetric Bragg diffraction the probing penetration 
depth of the x-rays of about 100 atomic layers was 
adapted to the penetration depth of the exciting laser ra-
diation. The high temporal resolution of the experiment 
was achieved by using a tabletop kHz laser plasma source 
as a x-ray source. The pulse duration of this source is ex-
pected to be shorter then 200 fs (1 fs = 10-15s) [1].  

 
Experiment 

The exit laser beam is split in two beams, the weaker 
one (0.7 mJ) excites the InSb as pump and the stronger 
one (3.5 mJ) generates short x-ray pulses on the titanium 
foil. These x-ray Ti-Kα photons are focused to the InSb 
crystal by a toroidally bent 400 GaAs crystal (Fig.1). The 
diffracted x-ray photons are collected by a CCD. The 
pump beam is tilted only a few degrees to the x-ray beam, 
to reduce temporal smearing of the pulses. The probe is a 
polished InSb crystal with a 111 surface. The sample was 
not moved within the experiment and no damage occurs 
after 12 hours, at the used flux of 10 mJ/cm². The meas-
urements of all delays were repeated 10 times. 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Experimental setup, with strong asymmetry 

 

Experimental results 
In the case of the strong asymmetric 220 reflection the 

absorption depth of the optical pump and the x-ray probe 
are 60 nm. 5 ps after laser excitation the rocking curve 
clearly changes. After 50 ps the full rocking curve are 
displaced, this denotes to a homogeneous heating of the 
pumped surface volume. At later times the rocking curve 
moves back, due to recombination in the crystal (Fig. 2).   

 
  

 

Figure 2: Measured rocking curves for the strong 
asymmetric 220 reflection, at different time delays.  

In the second case with the asymmetric 113 reflection, 
the absorption depth of the x-rays is six times larger than 
the depth of the laser pump pulse. The strain wave propa-
gates with the sound speed (3880 m/s) in the crystal; it 
takes more than 100 ps to excite the full probed volume. 
After 150 ps the probed volume is fully expanded, but the 
surface has already recombined (Fig. 3).     

 

 

Figure. 3: Measured rocking curves for the asymmet-
ric 113 reflection, at different time delays. 

 
Conclusion 

The experimental data will allow us to find a better theo-
retical model which considers fast coupling of the excited 
electrons to the lattice as well as recombination of the 
lattice [2]. 
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During the last years a new source of ultrashort x-ray 
pulses - a laser-driven x-ray diode - has been developed in 
the x-ray optics group. In 2011 we have demonstrated that 
this source can be used for time-resolved x-ray diffraction 
experiments on a picosecond timescale [1]. This kind of 
x-ray source shows, compared to all other laboratory 
sources (e.g. laser-plasma sources [3]), some advantages 
in terms of stability and laser requirements because it 
combines the function of a conventional x-ray tube with 
the short pulse laser technique. The experimental setup is 
shown in Figure 1. A silver cathode is illuminated by the 
frequency doubled beam of a titanium:sapphire amplifier. 
The emitted pulse of photoelectrons is accelerated to a 
titanium anode where hard x-rays (characteristic lines and 
bremsstrahlung) are generated. The emitted Ti-Kα radia-
tion is focused by a toroidally bent crystal onto a germa-
nium sample and the rocking curve of its 004 reflection is 
recorded by an x-ray CCD. 
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for time-resolved x-ray dif-

fraction with a laser-driven x-ray diode. 
Figure 1: Experimental setup for time-resolved x-ray dif-

fraction with a laser-driven x-ray diode. 

The main part of the fundamental laser beam can be used 
to excite the sample at variable delays with respect to the 
x-ray probe. Experimental results are shown in Figure 2b. 
A few tens of picoseconds after laser-excitation, a defor-
mation of the rocking curve is observed. This expansive 
deformation of the lattice (strain wave, Figure 2a) moves 
forward into the crystal with the longitudinal speed of 
sound. 

The main part of the fundamental laser beam can be used 
to excite the sample at variable delays with respect to the 
x-ray probe. Experimental results are shown in Figure 2b. 
A few tens of picoseconds after laser-excitation, a defor-
mation of the rocking curve is observed. This expansive 
deformation of the lattice (strain wave, Figure 2a) moves 
forward into the crystal with the longitudinal speed of 
sound. 

The experimental results are in accordance with calcula-
tions of the processes involved by a microphysical model 
[2]. Hence the creation of the strain wave can be de-
scribed in the following way: (1) absorption of photons 
and carrier excitation, (2) diffusion and scattering of car-
riers, (3) carrier relaxation due to Auger recombination, 
(4) energy transport to optical phonons due to carrier–
phonon scattering, (5) phonon–phonon scattering and 
excitation of acoustical phonons, and (6) deformation of 
the lattice due to acoustical phonons. 
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the lattice due to acoustical phonons. 
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α radia-
tion is focused by a toroidally bent crystal onto a germa-
nium sample and the rocking curve of its 004 reflection is 
recorded by an x-ray CCD. 

 
Figure 2: (a) Calculated strain profiles for two different          

delays after laser excitation. 
 (b) Measured and simulated rocking curves, 

dotted: without excitation, solid: with excita-
tion (blue: 1 h acquisition, red: 5 h acquisition), 
dashed: simulation. 

   
Furthermore, the very good stability of the x-ray diode 
allows the measurement of absolute reflectivity changes 
(not shown), which are consistent with calculations of x-
ray diffraction from the strained lattice. In long term op-
eration, the source allows acquisition times of hours, days 
or even weeks without interruption. 
With the help of state-of-the-art fiber lasers, the bright-
ness of the source can be increased by two orders of mag-
nitude while at the same time the stability increases due to 
the turnkey operation of the laser. 
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We present a novel approach to extend optical co-
herence tomography (OCT) to the extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) and soft X-ray (SXR) spectral range. As a con-
sequence, the theoretical resolution limit of XUV co-
herence tomography (XCT) is in the order of nanome-
ters. We performed simulations and proof-of-principle
experiments at synchrotron sources and found the ex-
pected properties concerning resolution and penetra-
tion depth confirmed.

Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a well-established
method to retrieve three-dimensional, cross-sectional
images of biological samples in a non-invasive way using
near-infrared radiation. The axial resolution of OCT is
in the order of the coherence length lc ∝ λ20/∆λFWHM
which depends on the central wavelength λ0 and the
spectral width (FWHM) ∆λFWHM of a light source. As
a consequence, the axial resolution only depends on the
spectrum rather than the geometrical properties of the
radiation. OCT with broadband visible and near-infrared
sources typically reaches axial (depth) resolutions in the
order of a few micrometers [1]. Within the last decade
and in conjunction with the quickly developing sector
of advanced material design, the scale length of interest
has dropped from micrometers to a few nanometers. The
investigated method presented here takes advantage of the
fact that the coherence length can be significantly reduced
if broadband XUV and SXR radiation is used.

Microscopy using XUV and SXR radiation has regularly
ineluctable practical restrictions imposed by the optics and
sources available in this regime. Coherence tomography
with short wavelength has the potential to circumvent
some of these limitations. A major limitation of XUV
radiation is the absorption within a few tens or hundreds
of nanometers depending on the actual composition of the
material and the wavelength range. Consequently, XUV
coherence tomography (XCT) can only display its full
capabilities when used in the transmission windows of the
sample materials. For instance, the silicon transmission
window (30-99 eV) corresponds to a coherence length
of about 12 nm assuming a rectangular spectrum and
an absorption length of about 200 nm, thus suggesting
applications for semiconductor inspection. In the water

window at 280-530 eV as defined by the K absorption
edges of carbon and oxygen, respectively, a coherence
length as short as 3 nm can be achieved and highlights
possible applications of XCT for life sciences.

In preparation for a proof-of-principle experiment, we
performed simulations based on the matrix-algorithm. The
spectral reflectivity of layer-structured samples was calcu-
lated in order to investigate the imaging properties of XCT
with respect to resolution and penetration depth [2].

Setup
Typically, a OCT device in the near-infrared spectral range
consists of a Michelson-type interferometer in which one
mirror is the sample [3]. The image can be captured by
measuring the spectral intensity of each component of the
broad bandwidth light source (Fourier-domain OCT) or by
scanning the reference arm length of the interferometer
(time-domain OCT). However, the realization of a classi-
cal Michelson interferometer in the XUV regime is highly
demanding. The short wavelengths call for extraordinary
precision with respect to the flatness of optical surfaces in-
cluding beam splitters. In order to overcome these prob-
lems, we use a variant of Fourier-domain OCT setup called
common-path Fourier-domain OCT [4]. The reference
wave and the sample wave share the same path, see Fig.
1.

toroidal mirror

CCD
sample

transmission grating

XUV-Beam

sample

XUV

optional photo diode

Figure 1: Proposed common-path Fourier-domain OCT
setup in the XUV spectral range.

Strikingly, using this variety of OCT, a beam splitter can
be completely avoided [5]. For a proof-of-principle setup
broadband synchrotron light was focused on the surface of
the sample. The samples are one-dimensional structured
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Figure 2: XCT signal of two 5-nm gold layers separated by a silicon layer, buried under 120 nm silicon and a gold top
layer. (a) CCD image of the grating spectrometer, (b) lineout from (a) and rescaled to energy units, (c) fourier transform
of (b) shows depth structure of the sample

layer systems consisting of materials with sufficient ab-
sorption lengths in the spectral ranges used, e.g., silicon
or boron carbide. The reflected intensity is measured ei-
ther with a grating spectrometer, consisting of a gold trans-
missinon grating and a toroidal mirror (spectrometer-based
OCT) [6], or with a photo diode (swept-source OCT). How-
ever, the reference arm of the interferometer is not easily
accessible in our setup. Instead, the top layer reflection
assumes the role of a reference beam. In order to better
distinguish the top layer reflection from inner layer reflec-
tions, a thin, strongly reflecting top layer (e.g. 5 nm gold)
was added to the sample. Merely a Fourier transform of
the reflected spectrum needs to be computed for retrieving
the structural information. A 3D image can be captured by
scanning the focus point over the sample.

Measurement

Layer-structured samples were designed and fabri-
cated in cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute for
Applied Optics and Precision Engineering in Jena.
Different samples consisting of silicon, gold, plat-
inum, and boron carbide layers with different thick-
nesses were investigated at the Helmholtz centres
DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg) and
BESSY (Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für
Synchrotronstrahlung) in the water and silicon transmis-
sion window. Both swept-source OCT with a photo diode
and spectrometer-based OCT with the grating spectrometer
were performed. We found the expected values in resolu-
tion and penetration depth confirmed.

In Fig. 2 a XCT-signal of two 5-nm gold layers sepa-
rated by a silicon layer, buried under 120 nm silicon and a
gold top layer is shown. The spectrum was recorded with
a grating spectrometer. It can be seen that the peak width
is about 15 nm, which corresponds to the coherence length
of broadband radiation in the silicon transmission window.

The two peaks at 120 nm and 140 nm represent the two
buried gold layers and they clearly appear separated from
each other.

Conclusion
We report on the extension of Optical Coherence Tomogra-
phy using extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray radiation and
thus increased the resolution of OCT from micrometers to
a few nanometers. The experimental results strongly sug-
gests its application as a new non-invasive tomographic
method to investigate nanometer-scale structures of layered
systems and simple three-dimensional samples by lateral
raster scanning.
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Matter at high energy density (HED), at pressures ex-
ceeding 1 Mbar, is prevalent in many compact astrophysi-
cal objects. In the laboratory HED matter can be gener-
ated by use of high-intensity drivers, such as powerful 
lasers or heavy ion facilities. This offers the opportunity 
to test modelling of dense matter properties, such as the 
equation-of-state or opacities. 

Matter at high energy density (HED), at pressures ex-
ceeding 1 Mbar, is prevalent in many compact astrophysi-
cal objects. In the laboratory HED matter can be gener-
ated by use of high-intensity drivers, such as powerful 
lasers or heavy ion facilities. This offers the opportunity 
to test modelling of dense matter properties, such as the 
equation-of-state or opacities. 

Using GSI’s high-energy short-pulse laser facility 
PHELIX we have recently employed hot electrons to iso-
chorically heat solid density matter. Upon laser irradiation 
of matter at relativistic intensities (>1018W/cm2) about 
10% of the laser energy is converted to a fraction of ener-
getic (“hot”) electrons with ranges of several 100µm in 
matter at solid density. In our experiment we have irradi-
ated Titanium wires (diameters 50 and 80µm) with laser 
pulses of up to 50J of energy. The K-alpha fluorescence 
excited within the target by the fast electrons is recorded 
with an absolutely calibrated spectrometer providing a 
spatial resolution of 25µm along the wire axis. 

Using GSI’s high-energy short-pulse laser facility 
PHELIX we have recently employed hot electrons to iso-
chorically heat solid density matter. Upon laser irradiation 
of matter at relativistic intensities (>10

We have modelled the fast electron transport and K-
alpha generation within the wire both with a 1D colli-
sional model, where we include ohmic heating using the 
“rigid beam model” [1], and with the 3D hybrid PIC code 
ZUMA. Both models accurately reproduce the Kα emis-
sion emitted along the wire. This allows us to assess the 
energy deposited by the hot electrons in the bulk target. 
We find a temperature distribution reaching from >150 
eV (wire-tip) down to ~2 eV (1000 µm from the tip).  
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“rigid beam model” [1], and with the 3D hybrid PIC code 
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The relaxation time of the hot electron population is of 
the order ps, short compared to the hydrodynamic evolu-
tion of the target. Thus the rapid heating is well separated 
in time from the subsequent expansion of the target. 
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in time from the subsequent expansion of the target. 

We have employed the second laser beam of the new 
double-beam option of PHELIX to drive an intense hard 
x-ray back-lighter to take radiographic images of the ex-
ploding wire [2]. Variation of the delay between the 
heater and the back-lighter laser pulse allowed us to fol-
low the wire expansion in time. Careful characterization 
of the x-ray back-lighter spectrum was required to deter-
mine the absolute mass density of the expanding matter 
for comparison of the radiographic images to radiation 
hydrodynamic calculations (fig. 1). The energy deposition 
as determined from the Kα emission was used as initial 
condition. Comparing simulations in 1D- and 2D-
cylindrical geometry with and without radiation revealed 
that 2D effects as well as effects from radiation transport 
are negligible, and the expansion is well described as a 
1D isentropic expansion. 
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With this clean experimental realization of HED matter, 
these measurements hold the potential of an alternative 
method for testing EOS models in the WDM regime [4].  
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18W/cm2) about 
10% of the laser energy is converted to a fraction of ener-
getic (“hot”) electrons with ranges of several 100µm in 
matter at solid density. In our experiment we have irradi-
ated Titanium wires (diameters 50 and 80µm) with laser 
pulses of up to 50J of energy. The K-alpha fluorescence 
excited within the target by the fast electrons is recorded 
with an absolutely calibrated spectrometer providing a 
spatial resolution of 25µm along the wire axis. 

α emis-
sion emitted along the wire. This allows us to assess the 
energy deposited by the hot electrons in the bulk target. 
We find a temperature distribution reaching from >150 
eV (wire-tip) down to ~2 eV (1000 µm from the tip).  

α emission was used as initial 
condition. Comparing simulations in 1D- and 2D-
cylindrical geometry with and without radiation revealed 
that 2D effects as well as effects from radiation transport 
are negligible, and the expansion is well described as a 
1D isentropic expansion. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison of radiographic shodow depth vs. 

1D hydro-simulation of Titanium expanding at initially  
10 eV and solid density 

 
While the temporal and spatial resolution of the meas-

urement are sufficient, improvements in the image signal-
to-noise and back-lighter spectrum characterization are 
required to reduce the uncertainty of the absolute density 
measurement. We expect this to be feasible by shielding 
the intense x-ray emission from the tip of the laser irradi-
ated wire and adding a static calibration target at the im-
aging plane.  

To assess the potential of laser driven hard x-ray 
sources as back-lighters for dense plasmas created at 
FAIR, we have performed Monte-Carlo simulations of the 
back-lighter spectrum for various laser irradiation condi-
tions. The calculations were benchmarked with results of  
the recent experiment on the back-lighter spectral compo-
sition. Our modelling shows that a 100J-class ps-laser 
driven x-ray source will provide a sufficient flux of x-ray 
radiation energetic enough to penetrate the high ρ-r tar-
gets as produced in HIHEX scheme 

We believe this adds to the strong case for a high en-
ergy short pulse laser as diagnostic tool for plasma phys-
ics experiments at FAIR. 
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YAG single crystal specimens with laser-written wave-
guides were studied using X-ray diffraction methods [1]. 
The samples were prepared at the Institute of Laser-
Physics of the University of Hamburg. 

YAG single crystal specimens with laser-written wave-
guides were studied using X-ray diffraction methods [1]. 
The samples were prepared at the Institute of Laser-
Physics of the University of Hamburg. 

Straight-lined single and twin tracks were fabricated 
with femtosecond laser pulses [2, 3] in the (001)-oriented 
planar YAG specimens of 0.1mm thickness (Fig. 1). With 
ultrashort pulses energy can be transferred to the crystal-
line lattice of this transparent material, which results in 
the destruction of the lattice and a change of the refractive 
index. Due to the nonlinearity of the underlying absorp-
tion process the modified volume is limited to the focus of 
the fs-laser. This can be used to produce optical channel-
waveguides and to realize highly efficient waveguide la-
sers in rare-earth doped YAG [3]. 
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tion process the modified volume is limited to the focus of 
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sers in rare-earth doped YAG [3]. 

The main goal in this project is, to find out the micro-
scopic correlations between lattice modifications and re-
fractive index changes which lead to waveguiding.   
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Figure 1: Principle of the laser-based structuring Figure 1: Principle of the laser-based structuring 
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Figure 2: Experimental setup used for recording of 
X-ray diffraction images due to ´Lang technique´ 

X-ray diffraction methods respond very sensitive to 
crystalline lattice parameter changing. The image contrast 
of crystal defects in the X-ray diffraction topography is 
given by the relation of the diffraction vector g(hkl) to the 
inherent stress field vector components in the crystal.  
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Figure 3 shows a X-ray transmission topograph re-

corded with AgKα1, θ(080)=10.73°. The diffraction vect  
g(

or
080) is parallel to the written tracks and horizontally ly-

ing in sample surface.  
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Figure 4 shows the cross section schema of the struc-

tured YAG sample with laser writing parameters. 
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Figure 5 shows a X-ray reflection topograph recorded 
with AgKα1, θ(080)=10.73°. The diffraction vector g(080) is 
perpendicular to the cross section surface. 
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Figure 6 shows a X-ray transmission topograph re-

corded with AgKα1, θ(800)=10.73°. The diffraction ve
g(

tur-
in

n and B.K. Tanner; “High Resolution X-
ometrie and Topography”, Taylor & 
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ctor 
800) is horizontally lying in the cross section surface. 

The X-ray topographs visualize qualitatively the de-
formation and stress fields arising by laser-based struc

g. Quantitative results can be achieved by using the 
method of finite elements modelling. 
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Intense ultrashort hard X-ray can serve as a novel tool 
for structural analysis of complex systems with unprece-
dented temporal and spatial resolution [1]. However, hard 
X-ray generation based on insertion devices like undula-
tors in conventional accelerators requires GeV range elec-
tron energies and thus large installations. The most prom-
inent examples of such sources are the X-ray free electron 
laser projects that are currently under construction [2].  

Here, we propose the replacement of the magnetic un-
dulator by an optical light wave and the implementation 
of this scheme, also well-known as the Thomson back-
scattering [3], at the radiation source ELBE. In this 
scheme, electrons oscillating in the light field emit Dop-
pler-upshifted radiation (proportional to the square of the 
relativistic energy γ) into a relativistically contracted solid 
angle cone (proportional to 1/γ) in the laboratory. Al-
though the brilliance as well as the total number of pho-
tons expected from this process cannot compete with the 
XFEL approach, it should be sufficient for a number of 
applications where the short pulse duration and the simul-
taneous availability of 100 TW class laser radiation can 
be exploited. Pump-probe experiments analysing laser 
induced melting and re-crystallization or temporal X-ray 
probing of warm dense matter only represent a small 
range of applications that will be the topic of further pro-
posals. 

 
Fig. 1: Thomson backscattering experimental setup. 

Experimental setup 
A schematic drawing of the setup is presented in figure 

2. Electron beams with energy of 24, 27 and 30 MeV and 
charge of 70 pC from the radiation source ELBE were 
transported into the interaction chamber located in room 
111b of the ELBE building. Inside the chamber these 
electron beams were focused by a set of permanent quad-
rupole magnets onto the interaction point, where they 
collided with synchronized counter-propagating laser 

beams from the DRACO Tisa laser system. The scattered 
X-ray photons pass a kapton window at the end of the 
vacuum chamber and enter the diagnostic area shielded 
with lead bricks. A dipole magnet was installed down-
stream of the interaction point to deflect the electron 
beams towards the electron beam dump made from a 
thick aluminium block. 

Preliminary Results 
The generated x-rays are highly collimated and can be 
reliably adjusted from 5.5 to 23.5 keV by tuning the elec-
tron energy (24 MeV to 30 Mev) and the laser intensity. 
Ensuring the spatio-temporal overlap at the interaction 
point and suppressing the Bremsstrahlung background we 
have achieved a signal to noise ratio of greater than 300. 
Together with the use of an x-ray camera (resolution of 
250 eV FWHM) to record the x-ray beam profile (in 
Fig.2) and the energy spectrum (in Fig.3), we were able to 
resolve the angular-energy correlation and to study the 
influence of the beam emittance on the observed band-
width. This experiment serves as an important step to-
wards a compact tuneable source of ultrashort hard x-ray 
pulses at the ELBE. 

 
Fig. 2: The measured x-ray beam profile on the CCD. 
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Fig. 3: Angular-energy correlation of the x-ray beams. 
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The electron dynamics in a number of simple electro-
magnetic wave configurations at constant normalized field
strengthsa1 > 10 was studied recently including the effect
of radiation damping [1]. This analysis has been partly mo-
tivated by the observation of strong electron decelerationin
the vacuum field behind a quasistationary laser piston ob-
tained in related Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations [2].As
a consequence of this electron energy loss, the cross sec-
tion of laser light scattering by the electron decreases, and
the radiation spectrum takes the form of a broad quasicon-
tinuous distribution.

In this Contribution, some properties of the electron mo-
tion in ultraintense counterpropagating or comoving laser
waves will be described. Thereby, the radiation friction
force is used in the classical Landau-Lifshitz approxima-
tion [3]. In Fig.1 we compare the obtained analytical ex-
pressions for the electron energy, its longitudinal momen-
tum, for the power and energy of the emitted radiation in
the case of a counterpropagating wave with numerical so-
lutions of the basic equations for several initial electronen-
ergiesγ0mec

2, γ0 =
√

1 + u2
x0, and field strengthsa1 [1].
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Figure 1: The power and energy of the scattered radiation,
the longitudinal momentumux and theγ-factor of the elec-
tron versus the normalized distance of propagation in an
intense counterpropagating plane laser wave. The relevant
input quantities are given in the titles of panels. The nu-
merical data without the account for radiation damping are
depicted by dotted lines, the dashed green curves in panels
(b) and (c) display the corresponding analytical results.

Applying the analytical estimates forux(t) andγ(t), an
approximate expression for the radiation power,

Prad(t) ≃
4τ

R
a2
1γ

2
0

(1 + 4τ
R

a2
1γ0 t)2

(1)
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may be deduced, with the dimensionless damping constant
τ
R

≃ 1.5 × 10
−8. Its time integral gives the emitted radi-

ation energy∆εrad. Panels (b) and (c) of Fig.1 show good
agreement of the analytical estimates with numerical re-
sults. They demonstrate reduced nonlinear Thomson scat-
tering in the case of essential radiation friction. For a small
damping effect, the time-dependent term in the denomina-
tor may be skipped, and we get the well- known expression
Prad = 4τ

R
a2
1γ

2
0 [4].
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Figure 2: Same dependencies as in the previous figure but
for an electron moving in a copropagating plane laser wave.
The relevant input quantities are given in the panel titles.
The numerical data without the account for radiation damp-
ing are depicted by dotted lines, the dashed green curves in
panels (b) and (c) display the analytical estimates.

When the electron interacts with a copropagating laser
wave, the radiation friction force will induce an additional
transverse momentum similar to the case of a counterprop-
agating wave. However now, at certain initial parameters
a1 > a1min ≈ 45

√

1 + (γ0/a1)
2, a distinct acceleration

effect will appear. Figure 2, (b) illustrates this situation,
where the estimated minimum field amplitude is smaller
than the input numbera1 chosen in panel (b). Note that the
radiation power decreases in this case. In contrast, the ini-
tial γ-factors in panels (a) and (c) of Fig.2 result in numbers
a1min, which exceed the input vector potentials. Conse-
quently, we do not find essential electron acceleration here,
and the scattered laser power is approximately the same as
without radiation friction.
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Vacuum polarization in inhomogeneous fields
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The photon polarization tensor provides an effective
description of photon propagation in the quantum vac-
uum. In the presence of external electromagnetic fields,
it predicts striking phenomena as vacuum birefringence
and dichroism. We have devised a new strategy to com-
pute the polarization tensor in inhomogeneous fields by
generalizing wordline numerical methods to computa-
tions of correlation functions.

The photon polarization tensor is a central quantity in
quantum electrodynamics (QED). It contains information
about how light propagates in a background subject to ubiq-
uitous quantum fluctuations. Specifically in electromag-
netic backgrounds, the polarization tensor predicts phe-
nomena such as birefringence and dichroism[1]. Whereas
for homogeneous electromagnetic fields, the photon polar-
ization tensor at one-loop level is known in integral form,
knowledge about this tensor in inhomogeneous fields has
so far been inexistent. We have developed new wordline
numerical methods to surpass the homogeneous field limi-
tation, and in particular studied birefringence in a spatially
inhomogeneous magnetic field [2], see Fig. 1. This field

Figure 1: Photon propagation in an inhomogeneous field.

configuration is inspired by the superposition of a strong
optical standing-wave laser pulse and higher harmonics in
the X- or gamma-ray regime.

The velocity shifts of propagating light now depend on
the x3 coordinate, ∆v(x3) to be determined from the eigen-
values of the polarization tensor In our numerical compu-
tations for scalar QED, we use a strong background field
eB = 0.2m2 superimposed by a spatially oscillating am-
plitude B1 = 0.5B with oscillation wavelength λB . We
study the dependence of the velocity shift ∆v‖ on the mag-
netic oscillation in terms of the phase φ = 2πx3/λB ;
φ = 0, 2π, . . . corresponding to photon propagation along
the field maxima and φ = π, 3π, . . . to minima. In the limit
of large λB � 1/m, the field becomes slowly varying with
respect to the Compton wavelength. Here, the local veloc-
ity shifts approach the homogeneous field limits upon in-
sertion of the local magnetic field B(x3). Near λBm ' 1,
the field oscillates on the scale of the Compton wavelength,
and larger deviations from the “locally-constant-field” ap-

Figure 2: Contour plot of the phase velocity shift ∆v‖ for
photon propagation in an inhomogeneous magnetic field
along the ~e2 direction as a function of the field variation
wavelength λB and the position phase φ = 2πx3/λB .

proximation become visible, see Fig. 2.
In the worldline picture, the propagating photon under-

going a virtual electron-positron loop with spatial extent
∼ 1/m recognizes a magnetic field averaged over a Comp-
ton wavelength. This leads to a wash out of the velocity-
shift contour with respect to the field inhomogeneities. In
the limit of very rapid variations, λB � 1/m, the pho-
ton thus undergoes a velocity shift induced by the averaged
field value B, such that ∆v ∼ B2

.
An interesting observation in the region λBm . 1 is

that the transition from the locally-constant-field limit for
λBm � 1 to the averaged field limit λBm � 1 is not
monotonic. For 0.25 . λBm . 0.65, we observe veloc-
ity shift maxima at the field minima and vice versa, see
Fig. 2. This can be interpreted as manifestation of the non-
local nature of fluctuation-induced properties: e.g., the ve-
locity shift in a field minimum can be dominated by the
contributions from nearby maxima if the latter are within
the scale of the fluctuation size 1/m.

We interpret the scale of monotonicity as a critical scale
where the self-focussing property of the quantum vacuum
turns into defocussing. Our observations thus indicate the
existence of a new inherent property of the quantum vac-
uum which is induced by the nonlinear as well as the non-
local properties of quantum fluctuations.
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The photon polarization tensor is the central object
in an effective theory for photon propagation in the
quantum vacuum. It accounts for the vacuum fluctu-
ations of the underlying theory, and in the presence of
external electromagnetic fields, gives rise to such strik-
ing phenomena as vacuum birefringence and dichro-
ism. Standard approximations to the polarization ten-
sor for homogeneous fields are often restricted to on-
the-light-cone dynamics, and are only limited to certain
momentum regimes. We aim at analytical insights into
the photon polarization tensor while retaining its full
momentum dependence.

Whereas for homogeneous electromagnetic fields, the
photon polarization tensor at one-loop level is known ex-
actly in terms of a double parameter integral in momentum
space since a long time [1] (cf. also Ref. [2] and references
therein), its explicit evaluation still poses an intricate issue.

Figure 1: One-loop photon polarization tensor in the pres-
ence of a homogeneous external magnetic field indicated
by the red wiggly lines ending at crosses.

Apart from the perturbative weak-field expansion, all ap-
proximations presently available are manifestly limited to
momentum space. This is due to the fact that their deriva-
tion involves constraints to a certain momentum regime,
whereas the transition to position space by a Fourier trans-
formation requires knowledge about the full momentum
range. Novel studies in the framework of QED which come
into reach owing to the fast advances in the field of high-
intensity laser physics [3], and growing interest in the ex-
perimental search for beyond-the-standard-model particles,
like minicharged particles [4], strongly necessitate insights
beyond these limitations.

In order to achieve this, we have focused on the special
case of a pure homogeneous magnetic field ~B [5]. Hence,
the only two externally set vectors in the problem are the
magnetic field ~B and the wave vector ~k of the probe pho-
tons. They govern the entire direction dependence of the
polarization tensor.

Our starting point is the propertime [6] representation of
the photon polarization tensor in momentum space.

We first consider the situation where ~k ‖ ~B. For this
alignment the propertime integral can be written in terms
of a single parameter integral. This is possible following
two different strategies, namely either by explicitly carry-
ing out the sum over the Landau levels for Dirac fermions
in the presence of the external magnetic field, or by directly
evaluating the propertime integral [7]. The former calcula-
tion is valid in the full momentum regime, i.e., in partic-
ular also beyond the pair creation threshold. By requiring
this result to be reproduced when performing the respective
propertime integral directly, the integration contour of the
propertime integral can be specified unambiguously. Only
then the propertime integral is well defined.

Having established the correct propertime integration
contour, in a second step we turn to the more general situa-
tion of ~k ∦ ~B [8]. Here, we devise a strong field expansion,
applicable beyond the pair creation threshold also. Note-
worthy, a factorization with respect to momentum compo-
nents parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field vec-
tor is encountered here. The resulting expression allows
for insights in the full momentum regime. It is amenable
to a Fourier transformation, and can in principle also be
employed in position space. Thus it is of particular inter-
est in attempts to restrict the available parameter regime for
minicharged particles in light-shining-through walls exper-
iments via “tunneling of the 3rd kind” [4].

Our results can also be applied to a variety of other
problems. They are relevant for all kinds of studies con-
cerned with the impact and phenomenology of quantum
non-localities onto photon propagation in position space,
and thus pave the way to explore diffractive phenomena.
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New constraints on minicharged particles from tunneling of the 3rd kind
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We have demonstrated that magnetic fields sig-
nificantly enhance a new tunneling mechanism in
quantum-field theories with photons coupling to
fermionic minicharged particles. Based on this sce-
nario, we have proposed a dedicated laboratory exper-
iment of the light-shining-through-walls type, particu-
larly sensitive to minicharged particles with masses in
and below the meV regime.

Strong electromagnetic fields have recently become a
powerful and topical laboratory probe of fundamental
physics. Together with polarimetry experiments, experi-
ments of the light-shining-through-walls (LSW) type have
provided the so far strongest laboratory – and thus model-
independent – bounds on minicharged particles (MCPs).

The maximum mass sensitivity scale of these experi-
ments is typically set by the frequency scale of the optical
probe laser ∼eV, and thus access to a hypothetical new-
physics regime of small masses but very weak couplings is
granted. Unfortunately the observables of both polarimet-
ric setups and conventional LSW scenarios at best saturate
for small MCP masses as the mass parameter m effectively
decouples in the limit m → 0. In contrast, the LSW sce-
nario considered by us [1] does not exhibit this saturation
behavior.

Our LSW scenario is based on a new tunneling mecha-
nism in quantum field theory (QFT): here a photon (wave
vector ~k) can traverse an impenetrable barrier by virtue of
virtual intermediate states that do not couple to the barrier
(cf. Fig. 1). As it complements standard quantum mechani-

Figure 1: Tunneling of a photon through a barrier mediated
by a minicharged particle–antiparticle loop in a magnetic
field indicated by the solid double line of the MCP inter-
mediate states.

cal tunneling and classical (on-shell) tunneling in QFT, this
phenomenon has been dubbed “tunneling of the 3rd kind”
[2]. Notably, it manifestly exploits the fluctuation-induced
nonlocal properties of QFT. Whereas current laboratory
bounds on MCPs are difficult to improve with tunneling
of the 3rd kind at zero field, we have demonstrated that
an external magnetic field ~B can significantly amplify the
tunneling probability for the case of minicharged fermions.
The essence of the phenomenon lies in the existence of

∗Now at: MPI für Kernphysik, Heidelberg.
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Figure 2: MCP parameter space accessible with tunneling
of the 3rd kind and ALPS parameters [3]. At zero field ac-
cess to the dark blue colored area is granted. The tunneling
phenomenon is strongly amplified by a magnetic field (red-
dish colored areas), and can be further enhanced by the use
of a 2nd cavity on the rear side (lowermost light red colored
area). The peak structures mark the pair creation threshold
for various angles θ = �(~k, ~B). We compare with bounds
from PVLAS polarization measurements [4] (purple/dotted
line) and the best model-independent cosmological bounds
[5] (blue/short-dashed line). Our setup has the potential to
outmatch these bounds below m . 9× 10−5eV.

a near-zero mode in the Landau-type energy spectrum of
fermionic minicharged fluctuations. As this zero mode is
screened only by the MCP mass, the effect increases with
a power-law dependence for decreasing MCP mass or in-
creasing magnetic field and approaches a maximum at the
pair-creation threshold. Owing to this low-mass enhance-
ment which is unprecedented so far in the context of strong-
field physics, a dedicated laboratory experiment involving
only present-day technology has the potential to explore a
parameter space which so far had only been accessible with
large-scale cosmological observations based on CMB data
[5] (cf. Fig. 2).
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Relativistic ionization dynamics of highly charged ions 
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The investigation of the behaviour of heavy ions in ul-
tra-intense laser fields is an important aspect of the atomic 
physics program at FAIR. Of particular interest is the 
dynamics of ionization in the highly complex setting of 
multi-photon, multi-electron ionization. So far, most ex-
periments have studied the dependence of the ions charge 
state distribution on the laser intensity. A major complica-
tion in such work has been that ionization in the low-
intensity regions of a high-power laser focus contributes 
strongly to the ion yield, i.e. there exists a severe back-
ground problem. In addition, such data cannot provide a 
detailed picture of the underlying processes. 

The goal of this project is to develop and apply novel 
instrumentation that allows for highly differential meas-
urements and discriminates background events as effi-
ciently as possible. A common characteristic of suitable 
experimental schemes is that targets with low particle 
density have to be used. Together with the low repetition 
rate typical for ultra-intense lasers, this results in the 
greatest challenge of this project, namely a very low event 
rate. Our strategy to deal with this problem is to devise 
several experimental approaches with complementary 
advantages and disadvantages. For economic reasons, we 
favor setups that can also be used for university projects 
with separate funding or have even been built for such 
projects originally. 

 
Figure 1: Experimental setup of the ion beam apparatus, 
which includes an electron beam ion trap (EBIT) or Duo-
plasmatron (not shown), two Einzel lenses (EL1, EL2), a 
Wienfilter (WF), three sets of deflector plates (DF1, DF2, 
DF3), two adjustable pinholes (AP1, AP2), an inter- ac-
tion region (IA), a charge separator (CS), a faraday cup 
(FC) and a delay- line detector (DD). The focused laser 

beam is perpendicular to the ion beams. 

The first setup is an ion beam machine [1]. The scheme 
of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Highly charged ions 
are produced in an electron beam ion trap/ source 
(EBIT/EBIS) an accelerated to a few keV kinetic energy. 
A well-defined beam is formed by several pinholes, elec-
trostatic lenses, and deflection plates. The mass and 
charge state is selected with the help of a Wien filter. Fur-
ther on, this ion beam is intersected by the laser beam. As 
a consequence, the ions are further ionized and slightly 
deflected towards a time- and position-sensitive (3D) de-
tector. The particular advantage of the approach is that the 
background gas particles have a statistical distribution of 
relatively small velocities. Therefore, the corresponding 

ionization fragments in general will not reach the detector 
at the same time as the events of interest, i.e. they can be 
suppressed very efficiently. 

Status of the project: The setup was completed and 
optimized, aiming on improving the current and uniformi-
ty of the ion beam profile. 

In addition, a complementary ion source, the so-called 
duoplasmatron was developed for a production of high 
intensity ion beams [2]. The advantage of this source is 
the ability of producing a dense collimated ion beam with 
ion currents up to several μA. The source consists of two 
plasma areas, which are confined by an outer magnetic 
field. A strong electron beam is generated between the 
cathode and the anode. The intermediate electrode sepa-
rating the two plasma zones tapers the electron beam, 
which ionizes the atoms by impact ionization. A rather 
low energy electrons enable production of low charge 
states only, however an experiment with this kind of ion 
beam will still constitute a major step forward for the 
field. The developed apparatus will allow us to study 
whether and to which extent non-sequential ionization 
mechanisms play a role. As sequential ionization – i.e. the 
ion core will relax to its ground state before the next elec-
tron is ionized – is known to dominate, the interpretation 
of the data expected from the ion beam apparatus calls for 
establishing the corresponding baseline. Using the semi-
classical theory of strong-field ionization, a set of coupled 
rate equations was used to describe the ionization dynam-
ics. For the first time also the sub-cycle dynamics has 
been included. We reproduced the known result that at 
any given energy the charge state distribution is dominat-
ed by one or two charge states. In addition, the momen-
tum distribution of the ions is estimated. Taking ad-
vantage of including the sub-cycle dynamics, predictions 
about the influence of the absolute phase of few-cycle 
pulses on the ionization can be made. 

 
Figure 2: Isometric section of the Duoplasmatron: (1) 

Cathode, (2) Intermediate electrode, (3) Anode, (4) Mag-
net, (5) Extraction, (6) Einzel lense, (7) Deflector plates, 
(8) Gas inlet, (9) Cooling, (10) Isolation, (11) Isolation. 
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The application of ion confinement techniques at a 
high-intensity laser opens unprecedented possibilities for 
the study of non-linear effects in extremely strong fields. 
Non-destructive ion detection methods with up to single-
ion sensitivity extend the experimental capabilities to-
wards a detailed study of multiphoton ionization proc-
esses. In the present context, the Penning trap serves as a 
universal tool for ion confinement and preparation of 
suitable ion targets for laser irradiation by a multitude of 
manipulation techniques such as a rotating wall and the 
use of trap electrodes as `electric tweezers' for ion target 
positioning. At the same time, it serves as a detector for 
broad-band FT-ICR and narrow-band (resonant) mass 
spectrometry. The presented setup is by design easily 
adaptable to specific needs at different high-intensity laser 
facilities. The trap can have conical endcap openings to 
allow applications with strongly focused lasers without 
spoiling the trapping field harmonicity and the tunability 
of the trap.  

The interaction of highly intense radiation with matter 
and the corresponding non-linear effects have been sub-
ject of lively research, both theoretical and experimental, 
especially in the infrared and visible photon energy re-
gimes. Laser systems capable of producing high intensi-
ties also at photon energies in the extreme ultra-violet 
(EUV) and (soft) X-ray regime open access to novel ef-
fects like non-linear Compton effects or simultaneous 
elastic and inelastic photon scattering, and allow mul-
tiphoton-ionization experiments in a new domain. Re-
cently, exceptionally strong non-linear photoionization 
has been observed using high-intensity EUV laser light 
and been connected with the excitation of collective giant 
resonances. However, experiments have so far not been 
able to prepare and investigate well-defined particle en-
sembles and to non-destructively analyze the reaction 
products with high accuracy, nor were they able to select 
or prepare products for further studies in a well-defined 
way. 

We are currently setting up a Penning-trap-based ex-
periment for the investigation of particles interacting with 
highly intense laser light. The application of specific Pen-
ning trap techniques allows to circumvent many problems 
of earlier studies, particularly by control over the confined 
particles' density and localization and the use of trap elec-
trodes as `electrostatic tweezers' for optimized overlap 
with the laser light.  

 This also allows experiments with selected and cooled 
highly-charged ions under well-controlled conditions and 
is thus of relevance in the frameworks of the HITRAP 
project at GSI and of the SPARC collaboration and the 
future FLAIR facilities at FAIR.  

As an immediate application example, the FLASH laser 
at DESY, Germany, is currently capable of producing 
light with wavelengths down to 4.5 nm (275 eV) in pulses 
of few fs length with peak powers of around 5 GW and 
repetition rates of 10 Hz. As a user facility, FLASH is 
capable of providing light under well-controlled condi-
tions to guest experimental setups like the present one. At 
a focusing to 100µm in the trap centre, FLASH reaches an 
intensity of around 1014 W/cm2 and allows photoioniza-
tion studies well in the non-linear regime.  

On the side of optical photons at high intensities, an 
application example is the PHELIX laser at GSI, Ger-
many. With optical photons and intensities up to order 
1021 W/cm2, it covers a somewhat diametric case than for 
example the FLASH laser, allowing much higher intensi-
ties at lower photon energies. This, on the other hand, 
requires large-scale optics with stronger focusing, hence 
the large opening angle of the present Penning trap de-
sign. Here, typical focal sizes are small and serve as an 
example where single ion sensitivity is an advantage of a 
Penning trap.  

FLASH and PHELIX allow studies in different regimes 
of photon energies and intensities. This holds true also for 
laser systems such as JETI and POLARIS, where also the 
effect of polarized photons can be studied with the present 
setup. 
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Up to now, the predictions of quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) have been found to be in excellent agreement with 
experimental data. In recent years, considerable progress 
in the evaluation of higher order corrections has been 
achieved on the theoretical side - not only for hydrogen- 
but also for helium-like systems - up to very heavy nuclei. 
He-like systems are of particular interest since they pro-
vide the simplest multi-electron configuration.  

Up to now, the predictions of quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) have been found to be in excellent agreement with 
experimental data. In recent years, considerable progress 
in the evaluation of higher order corrections has been 
achieved on the theoretical side - not only for hydrogen- 
but also for helium-like systems - up to very heavy nuclei. 
He-like systems are of particular interest since they pro-
vide the simplest multi-electron configuration.  

For the energy of the ground-state and the 2 3P2- state 
in He-like uranium experimental results have been pub-
lished [1,2] . Now we are aiming at a more precise deter-
mination of the metastable 2 3P0 state. Its energy can be 
determined indirectly via its lifetime which has a calcu-
lated value of 57.3 ps [3,4]. The 3P0 state is the longest 
living among all n = 2 excited states and  decays via i) an 
E1M1 transition to the 1 1S0 state (~30%; 6*109/s) and 
more important via ii) an E1 transition to the 2 3S1 state (~ 
70%; 1.2*1010/s). This 2 3S1 state decays promptly to the 
ground state under emission of a 96 keV photon. By 
counting the number of 96 keV photons emitted by the 
swift projectile as a function of the distance from the tar-
get-foil, one obtains an exponential decay curve. This 
curve can directly be attributed to the decay of the 2 3P0 

state if we assume this level to be the only feeding mech-
anism of the 2 3S1 state after a given time.  

For the energy of the ground-state and the 2 

Previous experiments on this meta-stable state have 
been conducted at the BEVALAC [5] and at GSI [6]; the 
former providing a value of 54.4 ± 3.4 ps. With a new 
experimental set-up an improvement of this value to a 
precision of 1 ps is envisaged. The new energy-, time- 
and position-sensitive 2D germanium detectors permit a 
considerable gain in counting statistics. These detectors 
consist of 128 single strips with a width of 250 µm each. 
In order to obtain well defined data-points a Soller-slit 
like collimator of 1 mm thick tantalum sheets with a slit 
width of 1 mm is placed in front of the detector. Given a 
crystal width of 32 mm we should be able to measure 15 
positions of the decay-curve simultaneously.    

Previous experiments on this meta-stable state have 
been conducted at the BEVALAC [5] and at GSI [6]; the 
former providing a value of 54.4 ± 3.4 ps. With a new 
experimental set-up an improvement of this value to a 
precision of 1 ps is envisaged. The new energy-, time- 
and position-sensitive 2D germanium detectors permit a 
considerable gain in counting statistics. These detectors 
consist of 128 single strips with a width of 250 µm each. 
In order to obtain well defined data-points a Soller-slit 
like collimator of 1 mm thick tantalum sheets with a slit 
width of 1 mm is placed in front of the detector. Given a 
crystal width of 32 mm we should be able to measure 15 
positions of the decay-curve simultaneously.    

In October 2011 we have performed a test experiment 
with our set-up at the beamline in Cave A. A beam of 
U79+-ions from the SIS was passed through an Al-stripper 
at 300 MeV/u producing U91+-ions at an energy of 290 
MeV/u. Afterwards the ions passed through a 1.5 mg/cm2 
nickel foil in our interaction chamber. About 5% of the 
initially H-like ions undergo electron capture in the Ni-
foil, thus forming He-like uranium. Only a very small 
fraction of the electrons is directly captured into the 3P0 

state, but this level is fed by cascade transitions from 
higher n-levels. Subsequent to the 2 3P0 
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3P2- state 
in He-like uranium experimental results have been pub-
lished [1,2] . Now we are aiming at a more precise deter-
mination of the metastable 2 3P0 state. Its energy can be 
determined indirectly via its lifetime which has a calcu-
lated value of 57.3 ps [3,4]. The 3P0 state is the longest 
living among all n = 2 excited states and  decays via i) an 
E1M1 transition to the 1 1S0 state (~30%; 6*109/s) and 
more important via ii) an E1 transition to the 2 3S1 state (~ 
70%; 1.2*1010/s). This 2 3S1 state decays promptly to the 
ground state under emission of a 96 keV photon. By 
counting the number of 96 keV photons emitted by the 
swift projectile as a function of the distance from the tar-
get-foil, one obtains an exponential decay curve. This 
curve can directly be attributed to the decay of the 2 3P0 

state if we assume this level to be the only feeding mech-
anism of the 2 3S1 state after a given time.  

In October 2011 we have performed a test experiment 
with our set-up at the beamline in Cave A. A beam of 
U79+-ions from the SIS was passed through an Al-stripper 
at 300 MeV/u producing U91+-ions at an energy of 290 
MeV/u. Afterwards the ions passed through a 1.5 mg/cm2 
nickel foil in our interaction chamber. About 5% of the 
initially H-like ions undergo electron capture in the Ni-
foil, thus forming He-like uranium. Only a very small 
fraction of the electrons is directly captured into the 3P0 

state, but this level is fed by cascade transitions from 
higher n-levels. Subsequent to the 2 3P0  2 3S1 transition, 
the ground-state transition 2 3S1  1 1S0 occurs, whose 
intensity is recorded as a function of the distance from the 
target-foil (see figure). 
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Figure 1: Decay curve measured during the beam-time 
with a 2D Germanium detector. Strip #125 is closest to 
the target (~ 5 mm), strip #1 furthest away.    
 
The decay curve covers a span of a little more than two 
decay-lengths. The spectrum was obtained by applying 
several conditions on the data. Most important is a coin-
cidence between the recorded x-ray and the down-charged 
(i.e. He-like) ion. This requires a clear separation of the 
charge-states behind the dipole magnet. Energy condi-
tions were applied to select the proper transition. The lim-
ited beam time did not permit at this time to accumulate 
sufficient statistics for a precise value, but a preliminary 
analysis yields a lifetime of 57.4 ± 9.6 ps. The applicabil-
ity of our method to derive lifetimes with high precision 
was demonstrated and the set-up is ready for a production 
run.  
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A high voltage Electron Beam Ion Trap “Super 
EBIT” (S-EBIT) for a 260 keV electron beam en-
ergy has being built up at Stockholm University 
based on the Refrigerated Electron Beam Ion Trap 
(R-EBIT) [1,2] from “Physics and Technology” 
(Livermore, USA). This was the first of the next 
generation EBIT with a refrigerated (dry cryogenic) 
system where cold heads keeps the magnets and heat 
screens on 4 K and 50 K temperatures, respectively. 
The electron beam is compressed by a magnet field 
of max 4T. Singly charged ions can be injected from 
metal vapor source MEVVA or isotopically cleaned 
from a high current plasma source CHORDIS for 
charge breeding. The S-EBIT has a sophisticated 
extraction scheme with a charge cleaning magnet 
and a time-of-flight section for charge breeding di-
agnostics. So far the S-EBIT was used for ion trap-
ping and cooling experiments, electron-ion colli-
sions, and highly-charged ion nanocapillary studies 
[2-5].  

 

Figure 1: Foto of the assembled S-EBIT. 

 
The upgrade of S-EBIT includes raising the electron 
energy from 30 keV to 260 keV, installation of a 
new vibration-free pulse-tube cooler, a new injec-
tion, and extraction system (Figs. 1 and 2). We also 
developed a new operational system for this EBIT in 
LabView that controls the relevant machine parame-
ters, such as electron beam currents, vacuum, and 
safety interlocks. This S-EBIT with improved pa-
rameters should allow the production of fully 

stripped heaviest ions of all elements up to uranium. 
The machine is now prepared for the possible move 
to the HITRAP facility and finally to the Helmholtz-
Institute Jena to serve as a development platform for 
SPARC experiments at the future FAIR facility.   

 
Table 1: S-EBIT parameters 

Magnetic field <4 Tesla 
Electron beam energy <260 keV 

(trap 40kV, gun 
&collector -220kV 

Electron beam current <250 mA 
Electron beam radius 30 µm 
Central current density   <4 kA/cm2

Trap length 2 cm 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. S-EBIT high voltage scheme (voltage values are 
the upper limits of the power supplies).  
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Within the Modularized Start Version (MSV) [1] of the 

FAIR project [2], the construction of the high-energy 

storage ring HESR is foreseen. The HESR was originally 

designed for experiments with stored antiprotons. 

However, the accelerator facilities, which will be 

constructed within the MSV, also allow for acceleration, 

storage and cooling of heavy highly-charged ions [3].  

The HESR has a maximum magnetic rigidity of 50 Tm 

and a circumference of 575 m with two 132 m long 

straight sections [4]. Corresponding to the operating range 

of antiprotons which covers magnetic rigidities between 5 

and 50 Tm, the HESR can be used to store highly-charged 

ions in the energy range from 200 MeV/u up to 5 GeV/u. 

Particularly, the higher energies are not available at any 

other storage ring facility worldwide. Furthermore, 

coupling of intense laser beams to HESR is envisaged, 

which will significantly extend the experimental 

capabilities. Thus unique conditions  will be enabled for 

conducting precision studies of phenomena like 

free/bound-state electron-positron pair/multiple-pair 

creation, laser-assisted electron-ion recombination, laser 

spectroscopy and laser cooling, electron-capture and 

ionisation in relativistic collisions, negative continuum 

dielectronic recombination, and many others. 

The planned experiments with ions in the HESR will 

employ internal targets. Gaseous as well as thin solid, e.g. 

fiber, internal targets are being considered. The electron 

cooling system will be used as a target of free electrons. 

Dedicated transversal electron targets, also for polarized 

electrons, are in preparation. The targets will be installed 

in the first part of the arc in the free space, which is 

available due to the missing dipole concept of the HESR 

(see Figure 1). Ions that will change their charge state in 

the target will be detected with particle detectors located, 

dependent on the required resolution, after the second or 

the third dipoles of the arc. 

To achieve the highest resolution, the cooling of the ion 

beams is indispensable. In the start-up phase of the 

HESR, a 2 MV electron cooler [5] will be installed. The 

electron cooled ion beams will be available at energies 

from 200 MeV/u to ~3.5 GeV/u. Above 3.5 GeV/u the 

stochastic cooling will be applied. The inevitable beam 

heating due to the internal target will be compensated by 

the cooling. If the energy loss in the target is too large, 

then a barrier bucket rf system can also be employed. 

Estimated beam lifetimes lie in the several ten seconds 

range even for heaviest gas-targets (e.g. Kr, Xe), which 

extend to minutes for lighter target atoms. For hydrogen, 

the target of main interest, the lifetimes increases from 

~10 min at the injection energy (~750 MeV/u) to more 

than 100 min at highest energies. 

All these facts show that the high-energy SPARC 

experiments will be feasible in FAIR [3]. The preparation 

of a detailed technical design report is presently ongoing. 

 

 
Figure 1. A schematic illustration of one from four arcs of the HESR. 
The envisioned position of the internal target together with the SPARC 

experimental installations is indicated with a yellow star. Main 

dimensions are indicated. 
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Heavy highly charged ions are unique ‘few electron sys-
tems’ (1-4 electrons) and therefore ideal candidates for a
direct comparison between state-of-the-art atomic structure
calculations and high-precision measurements.

The ground state hyperfine structure of heavy hydrogen-
like ions has already been measured directly by means of
laser spectroscopy at the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR)
at GSI [1]. In summer 2011, also the first direct mea-
surement of the ground state hyperfine structure in a heavy
lithium-like ion (Bi80+) has been performed at the ESR [2].

The fine structure splitting in heavy Li-like ions could,
due to the large transition energies, never be studied with
available laser systems. However, with the aid of an X-Ray
Laser (XRL), and exploiting the large Doppler shift of the
transition wavelength in the ESR, such a laser spectroscopy
experiment will be possible. With this technique also other
ground state properties of atomic nuclei, such as masses (or
binding energies), charge radii, spins and nuclear magnetic
moments can be inferred [3].

Since several years an XRL is successfully being oper-
ated at the PHELIX facility at GSI [4]. Here, a set of high-
intensity laser pulses is used to create a plasma in a solid
target and excite electrons in the ionic states to create a pop-
ulation inversion sufficient for laser operation. The wave-
length at which lasing occurs can be varied via the target
material. Developments for XRL-spectroscopy at the ESR
need to establish a compact setup, placed directly under-
neath the ESR beamline. The target will be pumped by the
PHELIX pre-amplifier via a dedicated laser beamline to the
ESR hall (see Fig. 1). Detection of the fluorescence from
the laser-excited ions will be done in vacuo, using a metal
plate (photoelectric effect) and a micro-channel plate.

The unique combination of a heavy ion storage ring and
an x-ray laser has great potential, especially for experi-
ments at FAIR. Firstly, a measurement of the 2s1/2 →

2p1/2 transition in Li-like holmium (Z=67,λ=7.53 nm)
will be attempted at the ESR. This transition was never
measured and will require a high ion energy (β=0.73) and
a molybdenum XRL-target (λ=18.9 nm). On our request, a
complete and precise calculation of this fine structure tran-
sition in Li-like holmium was made, yielding an energy of
E=164.6207± 0.0254 eV [5].

An initial study has been performed to determine the fea-
sibility of a first XRL experiment at the ESR. Here, all tech-
nical specifications (XRL and ESR) and measurement pa-
rameters (timing, detection, etc.) were taken into account.
It was found that realistic parameters are: XRL and ion

Figure 1: Overview of the two facilities at GSI: PHELIX
and ESR. The red line indicates the path of the laser, the
blue line that of the ions.

beam diameter 3 mm,10
11 XRL photons,2×10

7 ions, 5%
collection efficiency, and 70% detection efficiency. Using
these values, we expect to obtain about 30 detected counts
per XRL shot on resonance (1 shot per 2 minutes).

The uncertainties in both experiment and theory are of
the order of10

−4 or less, which implies a similar final un-
certainty in the measurement of the transition. The result
of this proof-of-principal experiment will thus be a unique,
precise, and direct measurement of the2s1/2 → 2p1/2 fine
structure transition in a heavy Li-like ion, which is a crit-
ical test of state-of-the-art atomic structure calculations in
strong fields.

This new and technically challenging project, with
many novel experimental features (x-ray lasers and detec-
tion), will be carried out in close collaboration with the
Helmholtz Institut Jena.
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For the recently launched FAIR (Facility for Anti-

proton and Ion Research) project [1] at GSI Darm-

stadt an improved Low Temperature dc Supercon-

ducting Quantum Interference Device (LTS SQUID) 

based Cryogenic Current Comparator (CCC) for 

non-contact monitoring of low intensity particle 

beams should be developed. 

Using SQUID-systems with an extremly low noise 

level, the sensitivity ultimately depends on the 

pickup coil with the embedded ferromagnetic core. 

With the help of the Fluctuation-Dissipation-

Theorem (FDT) [2] it is possible to evaluate the 

noise contribution of the pickup coil. Using the FDT 

you can calculate the current noise spectral density 

(PSD_I) from the results of the measurements of the 

frequency dependent inductance LS() and serial re-

sistance RS() of coils including these cores with an 

LCR-Meter. 
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From Equation (1) it could be seen that materials 

with a high LS() and low losses represented by 

RS() lead to a better noise performance. The noise 

contribution of the cores was also directly measured 

with a SQUID [3] noise measurement equipment. 

For both setups a single turn superconducting wind-

ing is applied to the cores. To compare the noise 

measurements with the predictions of the FDT you 

have to take the input coil of the SQUID sensor 

LSQUID into account for the calculation. Because 

there is not any core material in the superconducting 

input coil of the SQUID the frequency dependence 

and the serial resistance could be neglected. 

The measurements were done in a new wide neck 

cryostat with an inner diameter of 400 mm and an 

usable helium level of 860 mm. The operating time 

is about three days even for large samples. 

From preliminary measurements [4] we choose 

Nanoperm M 764-01[5] as an optimal core material 

for the improved CCC. To show the improvements 

of this material at 4.2 K the results are compared to 

the pickup coil of the DESY-CCC [6]. A four times 

higher inductance factor which is less frequency de-

pendent is seen for Nanoperm M764-01 compared to 

DESY-CCC pickup coil with a Vitrovac 6025F [7] 

core embedded.  

From FDT we calculate a three till six time lower 

current noise for Nanoperm M-764 (see Fig. 1, curve 

c) compared to the previous DESY-CCC pickup coil 

with a Vitrovac 6025F core. 

The white current noise of such a coil is 2.5 pA/Hz
1/2

 

only and seems to be limited by the SQUID noise 

(see Fig. 1, curve (d)). The total noise in the fre-

quency range from 20 Hz up to 10 kHz would be re-

duced by a factor of 3.1 to 28 nA compared to 87 nA 

for the DESY-CCC pickup coil. 

 
Fig.  1: Measured current noise of the DESY-CCC 

pickup coil (a) and the SQUID (d) as well as the cal-

culated current noise from FDT of the DESY-CCC 

pickup coil (b) and Nanoperm M-764 core 2 (c). 

The next step is to measure the current noise of the 

Nanoperm M764 cores and to compare these results 

with the prediction of the FDT. This will be fol-

lowed by the characterization of the completed 

CCC. 

The improvements of the noise contribution together 

with some constructional changes should lead to a 3 

times better sensitivity and a much better reduction 

of the currently seen mechanical interferences [6].  
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